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Unit 1 Objects

Unit 1 agenda Tagesordnung ** n C /ǩɑdȢendǩ/
a list of things that people will discuss at a 
meeting

This is today's agenda.

Unit 1 alarm clock Wecker ** n C /ɑǩlǡə(r)m klǢk/
a clock that wakes you up at a particular time by 
making a noise

Is that the alarm clock?

Unit 1 bottle of water Wasserflasche n C /ɑbǢt(ǩ)l ǩv wǤətǩ(r)/ a glass or plastic container containing water That's my bottle of water.

Unit 1 business card Visitenkarte n C /ɑbǺznǩs kǡə(r)d/

a small card that has a person’s name on it, as 
well as the address, telephone number, and 
email address of the company that they work for

This is my business card.

Unit 1 camera Kamera *** n C /ɑkæm(ǩ)rǩ/
a piece of equipment used for taking 
photographs

Is that a camera?

Unit 1 chair Stuhl *** n C /tȓeǩ(r)/
a piece of furniture for one person to sit on, with 
a back, legs, and sometimes two arms

Excuse me. Is this your chair?

Unit 1 computer Computer *** n C /kǩmɑpjuətǩ(r)/

a machine that stores programs and information 
in electronic form and can be used for a variety 
of processes, for example writing, calculating, 
and communicating on the Internet

It’s my computer.

Unit 1 desk Schreibtisch *** n C /desk/
a table that you sit at to write or work, often with 
drawers in it

This is my desk.

Unit 1 earphones Kopfhörer n pl /ɑǺǩ(r)ɕfǩȚnz/

a piece of electronic equipment with parts that 
you wear over your ears to listen to recorded 
music

This is your phone, but those are my 
earphones.

Unit 1 glasses Brille * n pl /ɑǱlǡəsǺz/
an object that you wear in front of your eyes to 
help you see better.

Are those your glasses?

Unit 1 memory stick Memory Stick/USB-Stick n C /ɑmem(ǩ)ri stǺk/

a small disk drive that can store information for 
use in electronic equipment and that you carry 
around with you

The memory stick is in my computer.

Unit 1 mirror Spiegel *** n C /ɑmǺrǩ(r)/
a piece of special glass in which you can see 
yourself or see what is behind you

This is my mirror.

Unit 1 newspaper Zeitung *** n C/U /ɑnjuəzɕpeǺpǩ(r)/

a set of large printed sheets of folded paper 
containing news, articles, and other information, 
usually published every day.

Is that today's newspaper?

the thin flat substance that you use for writing on 
Unit 1 paper Papier *** n C/U /ɑpeǺpǩ(r)/

the thin flat substance that you use for writing on 
or wrapping things in

Is this the paper for the computer?

Unit 1 phone Telefon *** n C /fǩȚn/ a telephone
This is your phone, but those are my 
earphones.

Unit 1 umbrella Regenschirm * n C /Ȝmɑbrelǩ/
an object that you hold over your head when it is 
raining

Is that your umbrella?

Unit 1 wallet Brieftasche n C /ɑwǢlǺt/

a small flat case that people keep money, bank 
cards, and small documents in and usually carry 
in their pocket or bag

Hey! That's my wallet!

Unit 1 Countries & nationalities

Unit 1 Brazil Brasilien n /brǩɑzǺl/ a country in South America He's from Brazil.

Unit 1 Brazilian brasilianisch adj /brǩɑzǺljǩn/
someone who is Brazilian comes from Brazi; 
relating to Brazil, or its people or culture

He is from Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, he is 
Brazilian.

Unit 1 Britain Großbritannien n /ɑbrǺt(ǩ)n/ England, Scotland, and Wales We're from Britain. 

Unit 1 British britisch adj /ɑbrǺtǺȓ/
someone who is British comes from the UK; 
relating to the UK, or its people or culture

The British and Russian flags are red, white 
and blue.

Unit 1 China China n /ɑtȓaǺnǩ/ a large country in Asia They're from China.

Unit 1 Chinese chinesich adj /ɕtȓaǺɑniəz/
someone who is Chinese is from China; relating 
to China, or its language or culture

The Chinese flag is red and yellow.

Unit 1 France Frankreich n /frǡəns/ a country in Europe Pierre is from France.

Unit 1 French französisch adj /frentȓ/
someone who is French is from France; relating 
to France, or its language or culture

They are French students.

Unit 1 Germany Deutschland n /ɑdȢǬə(r)mǩnǺ/ a country in Europe Jens is from Germany.

Unit 1 German deutsch adj /ɑdȢǬə(r)mǩn/
someone who is German is from Germany; 
relating to Germany, or its language or culture

Mark is a German student.
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Unit 1 Greece Griechenland n /Ǳriəs/ a country in southern Europe The students are from Greece.

Unit 1 Greek griechisch adj /Ǳriək/
someone who is Greek is from Greece; relating 
to Greece, or its language or culture

This is a Greek restaurant.

Unit 1 Ireland Irland n /ɑaǺǩlǩnd/ a country in northern Europe He's a language teacher from Ireland.

Unit 1 Irish irisch adj /ɑaǺrǺȓ/
someone who is Irish is from Ireland; relating to 
Ireland, or its language or culture

He's from Ireland, so his nationality is Irish.

Unit 1 Italy Italien n /ɑǺtǩlǺ/ a country in southern Europe My parents are from Italy.

Unit 1 Italian italienisch adj /Ǻɑtæljǩn/
someone who is Italian is from Italy; relating to 
Italy, or its language or culture

The Italian flag is red, white and green.

Unit 1 Japan Japan n /dȢǩɑpæn/ a country in Asia Mixi is a social network in Japan.

Unit 1 Japanese japanisch adj /ɕdȢæpǩɑniəz/
someone who is Japanese is from Japan; 
relating to Japan, or its language or culture

Mixi is a Japanese online social network.

Unit 1 Poland Polen n /ɑpǩȚlǩnd/ a country in eastern Europe I’m from Poland.

Unit 1 Polish polisch adj /ɑpǩȚlǺȓ/
someone who is Polish comes from Poland; 
relating to Poland, or its language or culture

I’m Polish.

Unit 1 Russia Russland n /ɑrȜȓǩ/ a large country in northern Asia V Kontakte is a social network in Russia.

Unit 1 Russian russisch adj /ɑrȜȓ(ǩ)n/
someone who is Russian is from Russia; relating 
to Russia, or its language or culture

The British and Russian flags are red, white 
and blue.

Unit 1 Turkey Türkei n /ɑtǬə(r)ki/ a country in Europe He's from Turkey.

Unit 1 Turkish türkisch adj /ɑtǬə(r)kǺȓ/
someone who is Turkish is from Turkey; relating 
to Turkey, or its language or culture

The Turkish flag is red.

Unit 1 Drinks

Unit 1 beer Bier *** n C/U /bǺǩ(r)/
a yellow or brown alcoholic drink made from 
malt and hops.

Would you like a beer?

Unit 1 coffee Kaffee *** n C/U /ɑkǢfi/

a hot, slightly bitter drink made by pouring hot 
water over brown powder consisting of coffee 
beans that have been ground.

Would you like a coffee?

Unit 1 (orange, apple) juice (Orangen-/Apfel-) Saft ** n C/U /dȢuəs/

the liquid that comes out of fruit or vegetables 
when you squeeze them and is often used as a 
drink

I'd like an orange juice.

Unit 1 tea Tee *** n C/U /tiə/
a hot brown drink made by pouring boiling water 
onto the dried leaves of the tea bush

He has tea and she has a cola.

Unit 1 (mineral) water Wasser *** n U /ɑwǤətǩ(r)/
the clear liquid that falls as rain and is used for 
things such as drinking and washing

Can I have a glass of water?

Unit 1 wine Wein *** n C/U /waǺn/ an alcoholic drink made from grapes Would you like a white wine?Unit 1 wine Wein *** n C/U /waǺn/ an alcoholic drink made from grapes Would you like a white wine?

Unit 1 Other words & phrases

Unit 1 afternoon Nachmittag *** n C/U /ɕǡəftǩ(r)ɑnuən/
the period of time between the middle of the day 
and the beginning of the evening

Good afternoon.

Unit 1 age Alter *** n C/U /eǺdȢ/ the number of years that someone has lived What's your name and age?

Unit 1 bar Bar *** n C /bǡə(r)/
a place where you go to buy and drink alcoholic 
drinks

They are in the bar.

Unit 1 cake Kuchen *** n C/U /keǺk/

a sweet food made by baking a mixture that 
usually contains sugar, eggs, flour, and butter or 
oil

Mmm, this cake is lovely!

Unit 1 country Land *** n C/U /ɑkȜntri/
an area of land that has its own government and 
official borders

China is a very big country.

Unit 1 email E-Mail *** n C/U /ɑiəmeǺl/
a system for sending messages from one 
computer to another

If you have any questions about your tour, 
please email me

Unit 1 evening Abend *** n C/U /ɑiəvnǺŋ/

the part of the day between the end of the 
afternoon and night, including the time when the 
sun goes down

Good evening.

Unit 1 glass Glas *** n C/U /Ǳlǡəs/ a small container made of glass used for a drink Would you like a glass of wine?

Unit 1 guide Fremdenführer *** n C /ǱaǺd/

someone whose job is to look after a group of 
people who are visiting a place and give them 
information about it

I am your tour guide for the Explore London 
tour

Unit 1 invite einladen *** v /ǺnɑvaǺt/
to ask someone to come to see you or to spend 
time with you socially

Explore London tours would like to invite you 
to a welcome party
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Unit 1 language Sprache *** n C/U /ɑlæŋǱwǺdȢ/

the particular form of words and speech that is 
used by the people of a country, area, or social 
group

If you are a language teacher, click here.

Unit 1 meet kennen lernen *** v /miət/
to come together in order to talk to someone 
who you have arranged to see

Come for a drink and meet the other people 
on your tour.

Unit 1 morning Morgen *** n C/U /ɑmǤə(r)nǺŋ/ 
the part of the day from when the sun rises until 
midday

Good morning.

Unit 1 nationality Nationalität * n C/U /ɕnæȓǩɑnælǩti/
the legal status of being a citizen of a particular 
country

What’s your nationality?

Unit 1 new neu *** adj /njuə/
recently arrived in a place or situation that you 
have not been in before

Julian, this is Alison. She’s new.

Unit 1 online online ** adj /ɑǢnlaǺn/
connected to or available through a computer or 
a computer network

Facebook is a big online network,

Unit 1 party Party *** n C /ɑpǡə(r)ti/

a social event at which people meet to celebrate 
something or to have fun by eating and drinking, 
dancing, playing games etc

Explore London tours would like to invite you 
to a welcome party

Unit 1 practise üben ** v /ɑpræktǺs/
to repeat an activity regularly so that you 
become better at it

Choose a language you want to practise.

Unit 1 reception Rezeption ** n U/C /rǺɑsepȓ(ǩ)n/

the part of a large building such as a hotel or 
office where there is someone whose job is to 
welcome visitors, deal with questions etc

She's at the hotel reception.

Unit 1 room Zimmer *** n C/U /ruəm/
a part of a building with a floor, walls, and a 
ceiling

They are in room 34.

Unit 1 sandwich Sandwich ** n C
/ɑsæn(d)wǺdȢ/; 

/ɑsæn(d)wǺtȓ/

a light meal that you make by putting a layer of 
food such as meat, cheese, or egg between two 
pieces of bread

This isn’t my sandwich!

Unit 1 social network soziales Netzwerk n C/U /ɑsǩȚȓ(ǩ)l ɑnetɕwǬə(r)k/
a website for social interactions and personal 
relationships

Social networks are very popular on the 
internet now.

Unit 1 telephone Telefon *** n C/U /ɑtelǺɕfǩȚn/

a piece of electronic equipment that you use for 
speaking to someone in a different place. A 
telephone is often simply called a phone

Listen to a telephone call to TSLN.

Unit 1 tour Ausflug *** n C /tȚǩ(r)/
a journey in which you visit several places for 
pleasure

I am your tour guide for the Explore London 
tour

Unit 2 Common verbs

Unit 2 drink trinken *** v /drǺŋk/ to take liquid into your body through your mouth I drink lots of tea.Unit 2 drink trinken *** v /drǺŋk/ to take liquid into your body through your mouth I drink lots of tea.

Unit 2 eat essen *** v /iət/ to put food into your mouth and swallow it I eat a lot of Mexican-American fast food.

Unit 2 go gehen *** v /ǱǩȚ/
to move or travel to a place that is away from 
where you are now

We go to language classes every Thursday.

Unit 2 have haben *** v /hæv/ to own something I have a big car and a big house.

Unit 2 live leben *** v /lǺv/ to have your home in a particular place They live in other countries.

Unit 2 read lesen *** v /riəd/
to look at and understand words in a letter, 
book, newspaper etc

We read English newspapers.

Unit 2 speak sprechen *** v /spiək/ to be able to talk in a particular language He speaks Turkish.

Unit 2 study lernen *** v /ɑstȜdi/
the process of learning about a subject by 
reading and by going to school, university etc

I study alone.

Unit 2 travel reisen *** v /ɑtræv(ǩ)l/

to go on a journey or visit different places, 
especially places that are far away from where 
you live or work

I travel a lot for my job.

Unit 2 work arbeiten *** v /wǬə(r)k/ to have a job, usually one that you are paid to do We don’t work now, we’re retired.

Unit 2 Free time activities

Unit 2 go dancing tanzen gehen v /ǱǩȚ ɑdǡənsǺŋ/
to move your feet and your body in a pattern of 
movements that follows the sound of music

We go dancing every weekend.

Unit 2 go shopping einkaufen gehen v /ǱǩȚ ɑȓǢpǺŋ/ to go to shops to look at and buy things She goes shopping with friends.

Unit 2 go to restaurants in Restaurants gehen v /ǱǩȚ tǩ ɑrest(ǩ)rǢnts/
a building or room where meals and drinks are 
sold to customers sitting at tables

I don’t go to restaurants.

Unit 2 go to the cinema ins Kino gehen v /ǱǩȚ tǩ ðǩ ɑsǺnǩmǩ/
to go and watch a film on a big screen in a 
special building

He goes to the cinema alone.
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Unit 2 listen to music Musik hören v /ɑlǺs(ǩ)n tǩ ɑmjuəzǺk/
to pay attention to a sound made by voices or 
instruments arranged in a way that is pleasant

Does he listen to music?

Unit 2 play sports Sport machen v /pleǺ spǤə(r)tz/ to take part in a sport or game I play sports with friends.

Unit 2 watch tv fernsehen v /wǢtȓ ɕtiə ɑviə/
to look at something on a television, usually from 
the beginning to the end

We watch the BBC on satellite television.

Unit 2 Family

Unit 2 aunt Tante *** n C /ǡənt/
the sister of your mother or father, or the wife of 
your uncle

My aunt lives in France.

Unit 2 brother Bruder *** n C /ɑbrȜðǩ(r)/ a boy or man who has the same parents as you It's his brother's birthday.

Unit 2 child Kind *** n C /tȓaǺld/
a young person from the time they are born until 
they are about 14 years old

It is normal for a British woman to have her 
first child when she is 29 years old.

Unit 2 cousin Cousin ** n C /ɑkȜz(ǩ)n/ a child of your uncle or aunt This is John’s cousin.

Unit 2 daughter Tochter *** n C /ɑdǤətǩ(r)/ your female child I have a daughter, Emily.

Unit 2 father Vater *** n C /ɑfǡəðǩ(r)/ your male parent My father isn’t very happy.
Unit 2 grandchild Enkelkind n C /ɑǱræn(d)ɕtȓaǺld/ the son or daughter of one of your children The would like a grandhild.

Unit 2 granddaughter Enkeltochter * n C /ɑǱræn(d)ɕdǤətǩ(r)/ the daughter of one of your children I have two grandsons and a granddaughter.

Unit 2 grandfather Großvater ** n C /ɑǱræn(d)ɕfǡəðǩ(r)/ the father of one of your parents I want to be a grandfather!

Unit 2 grandmother Großmutter ** n C /ɑǱræn(d)ɕmȜðǩ(r)/ the mother of one of your parents My grandmother lives with us.

Unit 2 grandparent Großeltern * n C /ɑǱræn(d)ɕpeǩrǩnt/ the mother or father of your mother or father I visit my grandparents every year. 

Unit 2 grandson Enkelsohn * n C /ɑǱræn(d)ɕsȜn/ the son of one of your children Jack is her oldest grandson.

Unit 2 husband Mann *** n C /ɑhȜzbǩnd/ the man that a woman is married to
Jane lives with her husband and her 
daughter.

Unit 2 mother Mutter *** n C /ɑmȜðǩ(r)/ your female parent His mother says he’s a good boy.

Unit 2 parent Eltern *** n C /ɑpeǩrǩnt/ a mother or father Andy Castle lives with his parents.

Unit 2 sister Schwester *** n C /ɑsǺstǩ(r)/ a daughter of your parents I go to the cinema with my sister.

Unit 2 son Sohn *** n C /sȜn/ your male child Andy is my only son.

Unit 2 uncle Onkel ** n C /ɑȜŋk(ǩ)l/
the brother of one of your parents, or the 
husband of your aunt

My uncle is a teacher.

Unit 2 Descriptions

Unit 2 age Alter *** n C/U /eǺdȢ/ the number of years that someone has lived
Are these adjectives for height, age or 

Unit 2 age Alter *** n C/U /eǺdȢ/ the number of years that someone has lived
Are these adjectives for height, age or 
looks?

Unit 2 average-looking durchschnittlich *** adj /ɑæv(ǩ)rǺdȢ ɕlȚkǺŋ/ not very attractive, but not ugly He's an average-looking man.

Unit 2 beautiful schön *** adj /ɑbjuətǩf(ǩ)l/ a beautiful person is extremely attractive She's a beautiful singer.

Unit 2 dark dunkel *** adj /dǡə(r)k/ black, or almost black, in colour She has dark hair.

Unit 2 fair hell *** adj /feǩ(r)/
fair hair is blonde (=light yellow) or very light 
brown in colour

She has fair hair.

Unit 2 fat dick ** adj /fæt/
a person or animal that is fat has too much flesh 
on their body and weighs too much

He's a fat man.

Unit 2 glasses Brille * n pl /ɑǱlǡəsǺz/
an object that you wear in front of your eyes to 
help you see better

She has glasses.

Unit 2 hair Haar *** n C/U /heǩ(r)/ the mass of thin fibres that grows on your head What colour hair does he have?

Unit 2 handsome gutaussehend ** adj /ɑhæns(ǩ)m/
a handsome man or boy has a very attractive 
face

He’s a handsome young man.

Unit 2 height Körpergröße *** n C/U /haǺt/
the degree to which something is high or 
someone is tall

Are these adjectives for height, age or 
looks?

Unit 2 medium height mittlere Körpergröße adj /ɑmiədiǩm haǺt/ not very tall and not very short She's medium height.
Unit 2 middle-aged mittleres Alter * adj /ɑmǺd(ǩ)l eǺdȢd/ no longer young but not yet old She's middle aged and has glasses.

Unit 2 old alt *** adj /ǩȚld/
used for talking about the age of someone or 
something

She’s thirty years old.

Unit 2 pretty hübsch ** adj /ɑprǺti/
a pretty girl or woman is good-looking in a fairly 
ordinary way and has a nice face.

Delilah is pretty.

Unit 2 short klein *** adj /ȓǤə(r)t/ measuring a small height, length, or distance Delilah is short.
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Unit 2 tall groß *** adj /tǤəl/
a tall person or object has greater height than 
the average person or object

How tall is John?

Unit 2 thin dünn *** adj /θǺn/
someone who is thin has very little fat on their 
body

She's a thin woman.

Unit 2 ugly hässlich ** adj /ɑȜǱli/
someone who is ugly has a face that is 
unpleasant to lookat. 

He's an ugly politician.

Unit 2 weight Gewicht *** n C/U /weǺt/
a measurement of how heavy a person or thing 
is

What 's his weight?

Unit 2 young klein *** adj /jȜŋ/
someone who is young has lived for only a short 
time

They are young children.

Unit 2 Other words & phrases

Unit 2 boy Junge *** n C /bǤǺ/ a male child He is a very good boy.

Unit 2 bread Brot *** n U /bred/
a common food made from flour, water, and 
usually yeast

I don't eat bread.

Unit 2 cat Katze *** n C /kæt/

an animal with soft fur, a long thin tail, and 
whiskers, that people keep as a pet or for 
catching mice. 

I have a black cat.

Unit 2 chocolate Schokolade ** n C/U /ɑtȓǢklǩt/
a sweet brown food eaten as a sweet or used 
for flavouring other food

Would you like some chocolate?

Unit 2 different unterschiedlich *** adj /ɑdǺfrǩnt/
not the same as another person or thing, or not 
the same as before

How is your life different?

Unit 2 divorce Scheidung ** n C/U /dǺɑvǤə(r)s/ to take legal action to end your marriage
On average, 45% of marriages end in 
divorce.

Unit 2 fashion Mode *** n C/U /ɑfæȓ(ǩ)n/
the fact that something such as a style of dress 
or an activity is popular at a particular time

What's the fashion this summer?

Unit 2 feelings Gefühle *** n pl /ɑfiəlǺŋz/

an opinion that you have about something, 
especially when it is based on general thoughts 
rather than definite reasons

They talk about their feelings.

Unit 2 flat Wohnung *** n C /flæt/
a set of rooms for living in, usually on one floor 
of a large building.

How many people live in the family house or 
flat?

Unit 2 friend Freund *** n C /frend/
someone you know well and like, but who is not 
a member of your family

I live there with three friends.

Unit 2 get married heiraten v /Ǳet ɑmærid/
if someone marries someone else, they become 
the husband or wife of that person

When I meet the right girl, I’ll get married.
the husband or wife of that person

Unit 2 girl Mädchen *** n C /ǱǬə(r)l/ a female child When I meet the right girl, I’ll get married.

Unit 2 home zu Hause *** n C/U /hǩȚm/ the place where you live
How old are people when they leave the 
family home?

Unit 2 house Haus *** n C/U /haȚs/
a building for living in, usually where only one 
family lives

Andy Castle lives with his parents, in his 
parents’ house.

Unit 2 leave weggehen *** v /liəv/ to leave a place permanently I’ll get married and leave home.

Unit 2 life Leben *** n C/U /laǺf/
your particular way of living and the experiences 
that you have

I have a very American life now.

Unit 2 love lieben *** v /lȜv/ to like or enjoy something very much We love Spanish food.
Unit 2 man Mann *** n C /mæn/ an adult male human He’s a handsome young man.

Unit 2 office Büro *** n C/U /ɑǢfǺs/
a room or building where the people in an 
organization or department work

I work in an office.

Unit 2 per cent Prozent *** n /pǩ(r)ɑsent/
one part of 100, or a particular amount of a total 
that you have divided by 100.

40 per cent of the British population is 
married.

Unit 2 personal privat *** adj /ɑpǬə(r)s(ǩ)nǩl/ used about your own opinions or feelings They talk about personal things.

Unit 2 podcast Podcast n C /ɑpǢdɕkǡəst/

a multimedia file, such as a radio programme or 
music video, that can be downloaded from the 
Internet and played on an ipod or similar piece of 
equipment.

I listen to the Weekly Podcast.

Unit 2 point of view Meinung ** n C /pǤǺnt ǩv vjuə/
a way of judging a situation based on a 
particular aspect

What's your point of view? 

Unit 2 politics Politikwissenschaften *** n pl /ɑpǢlǩtǺks/
the study of how people gain and use political 
power

James studies politics.
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Unit 2 problem Problem *** n C /ɑprǢblǩm/ something that causes trouble or difficulty It’s not a problem.

Unit 2 same gleich *** adj /seǺm/ exactly like another person or thing Are men and women the same?

Unit 2 sports Sport machen *** n pl /spǤə(r)ts/

activities in which players or teams compete 
against each other, usually an activity that 
involves physical effort

I play sports with friends.

Unit 2 thing Sache *** n C /θǺŋ/ an object, or an item.
Men and women like the same things as 
their friends.

Unit 2 university Universität *** n C/U /ɕjuənǺɑvǬə(r)sǩti/

an educational institution where students study 
for degreesand where academic research is 
done

I go to an American university.

Unit 2 woman Frau *** n C /ɑwȚmǩn/ an adult female person She's a thin woman.
Unit 3 Places to live

Unit 3 city Stadt *** n C /ɑsǺti/ a large important town Hugh’s flat is in the city centre.

Unit 3 city centre Stadtzentrum n C /ɑsǺti ɑsentǩ(r)/
the part of a city where the main shops and 
businesses are

Hugh’s flat is in the city centre.

Unit 3 flat Wohnung *** n C /flæt/
a set of rooms for living in, usually on one floor 
of a large building

Gerard’s flat is very quiet.

Unit 3 house Haus *** n C/U /haȚs/
a building for living in, usually where only one 
family lives

Hamed’s house is in Luxor.

Unit 3 town Kleinstadt *** n C/U /taȚn/
a place where people live and work that is larger 
than a village but smaller than a city

I live in a town.

Unit 3 village Dorf *** n C /ɑvǺlǺdȢ/ a very small town in the countryside Jane lives in a village.
Unit 3 Parts of a house

Unit 3 balcony Balkon * n C /ɑbælkǩni/

a place where you can stand just outside an 
upper window. It sticks out from the wall of a 
building.

Does your flat have a balcony?

Unit 3 bathroom Badezimmer ** n C /ɑbǡəθɕruəm/
a room containing a bath or shower, a 
washbasin, and often a toilet

Is there a bathroom?

Unit 3 bedroom Schlafzimmer *** n C /ɑbedruəm/ a room that you sleep in
How many bedrooms are there in your 
house?

Unit 3 dining room Esszimmer * n C /ɑdaǺnǺŋ ɕruəm/ 
the room in a house or hotel where you eat 
meals

Is there a dining room in your house?

Unit 3 door Tür *** n C /dǤə(r)/
a large flat object that you open when you want 
to enter orleave a building, room, or vehicle

Sorry, that’s the door.Unit 3 door Tür *** n C /dǤə(r)/
to enter orleave a building, room, or vehicle

Sorry, that’s the door.

Unit 3 hall Flur *** n C /hǤəl/
the area inside the front door of a house or other 
building that leads to other rooms

Go through the hall.

Unit 3 kitchen Küche *** n C /ɑkǺtȓǩn/
a room where you prepare and cook food, and 
washdishes

There are three kitchens.

Unit 3 living room Wohnzimmer ** n C /ɑlǺvǺŋ ɕruəm/ 
the main room in a house where you usually 
relax in comfortable chairs and entertain guests

Claudia has a lamp for the living room.

Unit 3 staircase Treppe * n C /ɑsteǩ(r)ɕkeǺs/
a set of stairs in a building, including the banister 
that you hold onto when you go up or down

There are two staircases.

Unit 3 window Fenster *** n C /ɑwǺndǩȚ/
a frame in a wall with glass in it that lets light and 
air into a room and lets you see what is outside

There are 147 windows.

Unit 3 Furniture

Unit 3 bed Bett *** n C/U /bed/

a piece of furniture that you sleep on, consisting 
of a softcomfortable part called a mattress and a 
base

I have a desk and a bed in my room.

Unit 3 bookcase Bücherregal * n C /ɑbȚkɕkeǺs/
a piece of furniture with shelves in it for putting 
books on

There is a bookcase in her bedroom.

Unit 3 chair Stuhl *** n C /tȓeǩ(r)/
a piece of furniture for one person to sit on, with 
a back, legs, and sometimes two arms

We don’t have any chairs.

Unit 3 clock Uhr ** n C /klǢk/ an object that shows the time. Where's the clock?
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Unit 3 cooker Herd * n C /ɑkȚkǩ(r)/ 
a large piece of kitchen equipment that is used 
for cooking.

We have a big cooker in the kitchen.

Unit 3 cupboard Schrank ** n C /ɑkȜbǩ(r)d/

a tall piece of furniture, usually attached to a wall 
and used for storing things, with shelves inside 
and one or two doors at the front

There is a cupboard in the classroom.

Unit 3 curtain Gardine ** n C /ɑkǬə(r)t(ǩ)n/
a long piece of cloth, usually one of a pair, that 
hangs down and covers a window

Your mother has some old curtains.

Unit 3 desk Arbeitstisch *** n C /desk/
a table that you sit at to write or work, often with 
drawers in it

I have a desk and a bed in my room.

Unit 3 fridge Kühlschrank * n C /frǺdȢ/
a piece of equipment that is used for storing 
food at low temperatures

The wine is in the fridge.

Unit 3 lamp Lampe ** n C /læmp/
an electric light, especially a small one, that 
stands on a table or desk

Would you like a lamp?

Unit 3 picture Bild *** n C /ɑpǺktȓǩ(r)/ a drawing, painting, or photograph There are some pictures on the wall.

Unit 3 plant Pflanze *** n C /plǡənt/

a living thing that grows in soil, has leaves and 
roots, and needs water and light from the sun to 
live

There aren’t any plants.

Unit 3 sofa Sofa * n C /ɑsǩȚfǩ/
a large, soft, comfortable seat with arms and a 
back that two or three people can sit on

There's a sofa in the living room.

Unit 3 stereo Stereoanlage * n C /ɑsteriǩȚ/

a set of electronic equipment with two speakers, 
used for listening to the radio, CDs, and 
cassettes

I have a big stereo in my room.

Unit 3 television Fernseher *** n C /ɑtelǺɕvǺȢ(ǩ)n/
a piece of electrical equipment with a screen, 
used for watching programmes

There isn't a television in the classroom.

Unit 3 wardrobe Kleiderschrank * n C /ɑwǤə(r)drǩȚb/ 
a large piece of furniture like a large cupboard 
where you can hang your clothes

Is there a wardrobe?

Unit 3 Ordinal numbers

Unit 3 first erster *** /fǬə(r)st/ before any others or before everything else This is my first flat
Unit 3 second zweiter *** /ɑsekǩnd/ in the place or position counted as number 2 It’s on the second floor.
Unit 3 third dritter /θǬə(r)d/ in the place or position counted as number 3 My office is on the third floor.
Unit 3 fourth vierter /fǤə(r)θ/ in the place or position counted as number 4 My flat is on the fourth floor. 
Unit 3 fifth fünfter /fǺfθ/ in the place or position counted as number 5 It’s on the fifth floor.
Unit 3 sixth sechster /sǺksθ/ in the place or position counted as number 6 We live on the sixth floor. 
Unit 3 seventh siebter /ɑsev(ǩ)nθ/ in the place or position counted as number 7 It’s on the seventh floor.
Unit 3 eighth achter /eǺtθ/ in the place or position counted as number 8 Edward works on the eighth floor.Unit 3 eighth achter /eǺtθ/ in the place or position counted as number 8 Edward works on the eighth floor.
Unit 3 ninth neunter /naǺnθ/ in the place or position counted as number 9 Where's the bathroom on the ninth floor?
Unit 3 tenth zehnter /tenθ/ in the place or position counted as number 10 It's on the tenth floor. 
Unit 3 Other words & phrases

Unit 3 art Kunst *** n C/U /ǡə(r)t/
paintings, drawings, and sculptures that are 
created to be beautiful or to express ideas

I love the Modern Art Museum.

Unit 3 baby Baby *** n C /ɑbeǺbi/ a very young child who cannot yet talk or walk We have a new baby.

Unit 3 big groß *** adj /bǺǱ/ large in size Michael and Catherine’s house isn’t very big.

Unit 3 café Café ** n C /ɑkæfeǺ/
an informal restaurant where you can get simple 
cheap meals and drinks

Where is the café?

Unit 3 dark dunkel *** adj /dǡə(r)k/ lacking light It’s a dark flat.

Unit 3 easy leicht *** adj /ɑiəzi/ not difficult to do, or not needing much work My work isn't easy.
Unit 3 elevator Aufzug n C /ɑelǩveǺtǩ(r)/ a lift in a building There are three elevators.

Unit 3 entrance Eingang *** n C/U /ɑentrǩns/
the place where you can enter a room, building, 
or area

There is one entrance through a black door 
on Downing Street.

Unit 3 famous berühmt *** adj /ɑfeǺmǩs/

if someone or something is famous, a lot of 
people know their name or have heard about 
them

The famous Hollywood letters are near our 
house!

Unit 3 film star Filmstar n C /fǺlm stǡə(r)/ a very famous film actor George Clooney is a film star.

Unit 3 floor Boden *** n C /flǤə(r)/
the flat area that you walk on inside a building or 
room

There’s some pizza on the floor.

Unit 3 horrible schrecklich ** adj /ɑhǢrǩb(ǩ)l/ very unpleasant It’s a horrible flat.

Unit 3 information Auskunft *** n U /ɕǺnfǩ(r)ɑmeǺȓ(ǩ)n/
knowledge or facts about someone or 
something

You work at the information desk.
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Unit 3 lift Aufzug *** n C/U /lǺft/
a machine that carries people up or down 
between different levels of a tall building

They’re on the right, next to the lift.

Unit 3 lovely schön *** adj /ɑlȜvli/ very attractive
We have a lovely big family house on the 
beach.

Unit 3 modern modern *** adj /ɑmǢdǩ(r)n/ relating to or belonging to the present time I love the Modern Art Museum.

Unit 3 museum Museum *** n C /mjuəɑziəǩm/

a building where many valuable and important 
objects are kept so that people can go and see 
them

You are a visitor to the museum.

Unit 3 new neu *** adj /njuə/
replacing something that you no longer have or 
something that is no longer useful

How’s your new flat?

Unit 3 nice schön *** adj /naǺs/ attractive, enjoyable, or pleasant The street is nice.

Unit 3 noisy laut * adj /ɑnǤǺzi/ making a lot of noise It’s a little noisy.

Unit 3 official offiziell *** adj /ǩɑfǺȓ(ǩ)l/ done by people in authority
Number 10 is the official residence of the 
Prime Minister of Britain.

Unit 3 old alt *** adj /ǩȚld/
something that is old has existed or been used 
for a long time

Your mother has some old curtains.

Unit 3 outside draussen *** adj /ɕaȚtɑsaǺd/ not within the limits of something A policeman always stands outside the door.

Unit 3 policeman Polizist ** n C /pǩɑliəsmǩn/ a male police officer A policeman always stands outside the door.

Unit 3 quiet leise *** adj /ɑkwaǺǩt/ making very little or no noise Gerard’s flat is very quiet.

Unit 3 residence Wohnsitz ** n C/U /ɑrezǺd(ǩ)ns/

a house or other place where someone lives, 
especially a large house used by an important 
person

Number 10 is the official residence of the 
Prime Minister of Britain.

Unit 3 school Schule *** n C/U /skuəl/ a place where children go to be taught Her house is in front of the school.

Unit 3 shop Laden *** n C/U /ȓǢp/
a place where you buy things or where you pay 
for a service

Hugh’s flat is not close to the shops.

Unit 3 stand stehen *** v /stænd/
to have your body in an upright position 
supported by your feet

A policeman always stands outside the door.

Unit 4 Phrases with have, go & get

Unit 4 have breakfast/dinner/lunch Frühstück/Abendessen/Mittagessen phr
/hǩv ɑbrekfǩst, ɑdǺnǩ(r), 

lȜntȓ/in the middle of the 

day

the first meal you have in the morning/your main 
meal/

It's nice to have a relaxing 
breakfast/dinner/lunch.

Unit 4 have a drink/a coffee/ a sandwichein Getränk/Kaffee trinken/ein Sandwich essen phr
/hǩv ǩ drǺŋk, ǩ ɑkǢfi, ǩ 

to drink alcohol/coffee/eat a sandwich You have a sandwich and a drink.Unit 4 have a drink/a coffee/ a sandwichein Getränk/Kaffee trinken/ein Sandwich essen phr
/hǩv ǩ drǺŋk, ǩ ɑkǢfi, ǩ 

ɑsæn(d)wǺdȢ/
to drink alcohol/coffee/eat a sandwich You have a sandwich and a drink.

Unit 4 have a break Pause machen phr /hǩv ǩ breǺk/
to stop what you are doing for a short period of 
time

It’s a time to have a break.

Unit 4 have a nap ein Schläfchen machen phr /hǩv ǩ næp/
to sleep for a short period of time, usually during 
the day

Do you have a nap during the day?

Unit 4 get dressed anziehen phr /Ǳet ɑdrest/ to put your clothes on I get dressed in the morning.
Unit 4 get up aufstehen phr /Ǳet ɑȜp/ to get out of bed after sleeping What time do you get up in the morning?
Unit 4 get home heimkommen phr /Ǳet ɑhǩȚm/ arrive at the place where you live I get home at 6:15.
Unit 4 go home nach Hause gehen phr /ǱǩȚ ɑhǩȚm/ travel to the place where you live I go home at 6:00.
Unit 4 go to bed ins Bett gehen phr /ǱǩȚ tǩ ɑbed/ to lie down to sleep In the evening, I read a book, or go to bed.

Unit 4 go to sleep einschlafen phr /ǱǩȚ tǩ ɑsliəp/ to begin sleeping
You listen to quiet, relaxing music and then 
go to sleep.

Unit 4 Months

Unit 4 January Januar *** n C/U /ɑdȢænjuǩri/ the first month of the year Nothing Day is on 6th January.

Unit 4 February Februar *** n C/U /ɑfebruǩri/ 
the second month of the year, between January 
and March

Valentintes Day is on 14th February.

Unit 4 March März *** n C/U /mǡə(r)tȓ/
the third month of the year, between February 
and April

Why is 5th March important for you?

Unit 4 April April *** n C/U /ɑeǺprǩl/ 
the fourth month of the year, between March and 
May

In April there’s Earth Day.

Unit 4 May Mai *** n C/U /meǺ/
the fifth month of the year, between April and 
June

May Day is on the first of May.

Unit 4 June Juni *** n C/U /dȢuən/
the sixth month of the year, between May and 
July

In June we have Father’s Day.
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Unit 4 July Juli *** n C/U /dȢȚɑlaǺ/ 
the seventh month of the year, between June 
and August

Canada Day is on 1st July.

Unit 4 August August *** n C/U /ɑǤəǱǩst/ 
the eighth month of the year, between July and 
September

I go on holiday in August.

Unit 4 September September *** n C/U /sepɑtembǩ(r)/
the ninth month of the year, between August and 
October

My children start school in September.

Unit 4 October Oktober *** n C/U /ǢkɑtǩȚbǩ(r)/
the tenth month of the year, between September 
and November

In October there’s United Nations Day,

Unit 4 November November *** n C/U /nǩȚɑvembǩ(r)/
the eleventh month of the year, between 
October and December

The American Thanksgiving Day is in 
November.

Unit 4 December Dezember *** n C/U /dǺɑsembǩ(r)/
the twelfth and last month of the year, between 
November and January

Christmas is in December.

Unit 4 Housework

Unit 4 do the ironing bügeln /duə ðǩ ɑaǺǩ(r)nǺŋ/ the job of making clothes smooth with an iron He does the ironing on Mondays.
Unit 4 do the shopping einkaufen /duə ðǩ ɑȓǢpǺŋ/ to go to a shop to buy things I do the shopping on Saturdays.
Unit 4 clean the bathroom das Badezimmer saubermachen /kliən ðǩ ɑbǡəθɕruəm/ to remove the dirt and dust in the bathroom You don’t clean the bathroom.

Unit 4 make dinner Abendessen machen /meǺk ɑdǺnǩ(r)/
to prepare and heat food for the main meal of 
the day

She usually makes dinner.

Unit 4 make the bed Betten machen /meǺk ðǩ ɑbed/
to arrange the covers on a bed so that they are 
tidy

I make the bed every morning.

Unit 4 wash the clothes Kleider waschen /wǢȓ ðǩ ɑklǩȚðz/ to clean clothing, usually with soap and water Once a year he washes the clothes.
Unit 4 water the plants Pflanzen giessen /wǤətǩ(r) ðǩ ɑplǡənts/ to pour water on plants to keep them healthy We water the plants twice a week.

Unit 4 do the dishes abwaschen /duə ðǩ ɑdǺȓǺs/
to wash plates, knives, forks, etc used for a 
meal

I often do the dishes.

Unit 4 set the table Tisch decken /set ðǩ ɑteǺb(ǩ)l/
to put all the dishes, forks, knives etc needed for 
a meal onto a table

They set the table for breakfast every 
morning.

Unit 4 take out the rubbish Müll rausbringen /teǺk aȚt ðǩ ɑrȜbǺȓ/
to put waste outside your house so that it can be 
collected and taken away

We take out the rubbish once a week.

Unit 4 Other words & phrases

Unit 4 breakfast Frühstück *** n C/U /ɑbrekfǩst/ the first meal you have in the morning It'snice to have a relaxing breakfast.

Unit 4 calendar Kalender ** n C /ɑkælǺndǩ(r)/
a list of important events and the dates they take 
place

I always buy a new calender in January.

Unit 4 card Karte *** n C/U /kǡə(r)d/
a piece of thick stiff paper folded into two equal 
parts, with a picture and a message on it

She wants no parties, no gifts, no cards for 
her birthday.

Unit 4 class Kurs *** n C/U /klǡəs/
a group of students who are taught together: can 
be followed by a singular or plural verb

I am late for English class.

Unit 4 closed schliessen ** adj /klǩȚzd/
not operating or doing business, especially for 
the night or weekend

What time does Metronaps open and close?

Unit 4 dinner Abendessen *** n C/U /ɑdǺnǩ(r)/
the main meal of the day, eaten in the evening 
or at midday

He gets home at 9:00 and has dinner.

Unit 4 Earth Erde *** n C/U /Ǭə(r)θ/ the planet on which we live In April there’s Earth Day.

Unit 4 finish aufhören *** v /ɑfǺnǺȓ/
to do the last part of something so that it is 
complete

What time does he finish work?

Unit 4 gym Fitnessstudio * n C/U /dȢǺm/
a building or club where you go to do physical 
exercises, swim, and play sports

After his meetings he goes to the gym.

Unit 4 Halloween Halloween n C/U /ɕhælǩȚɑiən/

the night of 31st October, when children dress 
as witches (=women with magic powers) and 
ghosts (=the spirits of dead people)

In October there’s Halloween.

Unit 4 idea Gedanke *** n C/U /aǺɑdǺǩ/
a thought that you have about how to do 
something or how to deal with something

The idea for Nothing Day comes from the 
United States.

Unit 4 lunch Mittagessen *** n C/U /lȜntȓ/ a meal that you eat in the middle of the day Do you want to have lunch?

Unit 4 meeting Meeting *** n C /ɑmiətǺŋ/
an occasion when people gather to discuss 
things and make decisions

I’m not stressed in meetings after work.

Unit 4 nap Schläfchen nap n C /næp/
to sleep for a short period of time, usually during 
the day

Do you have a nap during the day?

Unit 4 nothing nichts *** prn /ɑnȜθǺŋ/ not anything On Nothing Day, people do nothing.

Unit 4 open geöffnet *** adj /ɑǩȚpǩn/
if a shop, restaurant etc is open, people are 
working there and the public can use or visit it

How many hours is it open?
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Unit 4 shower duschen ** n C /ɑȓaȚǩ(r)/
a piece of equipment that produces a flow of 
water that you stand under to wash your body

I always have a shower in the morning.

Unit 4 special besonders *** adj /ɑspeȓ(ǩ)l/
different from and usually better than what is 
normal or ordinary

What months are these special days in?

Unit 4 United Nations Vereinte Nationen n C /juəɑnaǺtǺd ɑneǺȓ(ǩ)nz/

an international organization that encourages 
countries to work together in order to solve 
world problems such as war, disease, and 
poverty

United Nations Day is in October.

Unit 5 Things to take on holiday

Unit 5 alarm clock Wecker ** n C /ɑǩlǡə(r)m klǢk/
a clock that wakes you up at a particular time by 
making a noise

I have an alarm clock on my phone.

Unit 5 guidebook Reiseführer * n C /ɑǱaǺd ɕbȚk/ 
a book for tourists that provides information 
about a place

Do you have the guidebook?

Unit 5 passport Pass * n C /ɑpǡəspǤə(r)t/
an official document containing your photograph 
and showing which country you are a citizen of.

Did you remember the passports?

Unit 5 phrasebook Sprachführer n C /ɑfreǺzɕbȚk/ 

a small book that contains useful words and 
phrases in a particular foreign language, used 
especially by tourists

Do you have an English phrasebook?

Unit 5 sunglasses Sonnenbrille n pl /ɑsȜnɕǱlǡəsǺz/
glasses with dark lenses that you wear to 
protect your eyes when the sun is bright

Where are my sunglasses?

Unit 5 ticket Eintrittskarte *** n C /ɑtǺkǺt/
a piece of paper that shows you have paid for a 
journey on a train, plane etc

They remembered the tickets.

Unit 5 The weather

Unit 5 cloudy bewölkt adj /ɑklaȚdi/ full of clouds
In London today it’s cloudy and windy, but 
warm.

Unit 5 cold kalt *** adj /kǩȚld/
with a low temperature or a temperature that is 
lower than normal

It was very cold.

Unit 5 cool kühl *** adj /kuəl/ rather cold, often in a pleasant way It’s rainy and cool.
Unit 5 rainy regnerisch adj /ɑreǺni/ a rainy day is one on which it rains a lot It’s rainy and cold.
Unit 5 snowy verschneit adj /ɑsnǩȚi/ covered in snow It’s cold and snowy in Whitehorse.
Unit 5 sunny sonnig * adj /ɑsȜni/ bright with light from the sun It was sunny and warm.

Unit 5 warm warm *** adj /wǤə(r)m/
fairly hot in a way that is comfortable and 
pleasant

It was nice and warm for me!

In New York today it’s cloudy and windy, but 
Unit 5 windy windig * adj /ɑwǺndi/ with a lot of wind

In New York today it’s cloudy and windy, but 
warm.

Unit 5 Other words & phrases

Unit 5 accessible leicht zu erreichen adj /ǩkɑsesǩb(ǩ)l/ an accessible place is easy to find or get to The airport is very accessible.

Unit 5 airport Flughafen *** n C /ɑeǩ(r)ɕpǤə(r)t/

a place where planes arrive and leave, 
consisting of runways (long roads where planes 
land and take off) and large buildings for 
passengers called terminals

Airports are usually outside city centres.

Unit 5 animal Tier *** n C /ɑænǺm(ǩ)l/

any living thing that can move independently and 
that hassenses for recognizing and reacting to 
the environment around it.

Animals are welcome.

Unit 5 available verfügbar *** adj /ǩɑveǺlǩb(ǩ)l/ able to be obtained, taken, or used We have conference rooms available.

Unit 5 barbecue Grillen * n C /ɑbǡə(r)bǺɕkjuə/ 

a meal at which meat and other food is cooked 
and eaten outside, often a meal that you invite 
friends to

When it's sunny, we have a barbecue.

Unit 5 bilingual zweisprachig adj /baǺɑlǺŋǱwǩl/
someone who is bilingual is able to speak two 
languages extremely well

My colleague is bilingual.

Unit 5 bird Vogel *** n C /bǬə(r)d/

an animal covered in feathers, with two wings for 
flying and a hard pointed mouth called a beak or 
a bill

Which train has a name that means bird?

Unit 5 bullet Kugel ** n C /ɑbȚlǺt/

a small piece of metal that is shot from a gun 
and causesserious damage to the person or 
thing it hits

Which train is called a bullet train?

Unit 5 clean sauber *** adj /kliən/ not dirty There are clean warm beds at the hotel.
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Unit 5 complimentary gratis adj /ɕkǢmplǺɑment(ǩ)ri/
if something is complimentary, you do not have 
to pay for it

All our 81 rooms have a bathroom with 
shower, complimentary tea and coffee

Unit 5 convenient praktisch ** adj /kǩnɑviəniǩnt/ easy to use or suitable for a particular purpose
In many ways they are more convenient than 
airplanes.

Unit 5 concert Konzert ** n C /ɑkǢnsǩ(r)t/
an event at which an orchestra, band, or 
musician plays or sings in front of an audience

The concert was very good.

Unit 5 continental breakfast (kleines) Frühstück n C/U 
/ɕkǢntǺɑnent(ǩ)l 

ɑbrekfǩst//

a breakfast consisting of bread and butter, 
coffee or tea, and sometimes pastries or 
croissants

Our famous Sky Central continental 
breakfast comes with the price of your room.

Unit 5 cook zubereiten *** v /kȚk/
to prepare food and heat it so that it is ready to 
eat

You cooked dinner.

Unit 5 design Design *** n C/U /dǺɑzaǺn/
the way that something is made so that it works 
in a certainway or has a certain appearance

All our 81 rooms have internet access and 
modern furniture and design.

Unit 5 destination Ziel ** n C /ɕdestǺɑneǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the place where someone or something is going
What are the popular destinations for tourists 
from your country?

Unit 5 dictionary Wörterbuch ** n C /ɑdǺkȓǩn(ǩ)ri/
a book that gives a list of words in alphabetical 
order and explains what they mean

Look the word up in a dictionary.

Unit 5 draw malen *** v /drǤə/
to create a picture by making lines with a pen or 
pencil

My son can draw pictures.

Unit 5 drive fahren *** v /draǺv/ to control a vehicle so that it moves somewhere Can you drive a car?

Unit 5 electronic elektronisch *** adj /ɕelekɑtrǢnǺk/
using electricity and extremely small electrical 
parts such as microchips and transistors

My ipod is electronic.

Unit 5 establishment Betrieb *** n C/U /ǺɑstæblǺȓmǩnt/ an institution, organization, or business
Please note: the guesthouse is a non-
smoking establishment.

Unit 5 exchange rate Wechselkurs * n C /ǺksɑtȓeǺndȢ reǺt/
the value of the money of one country when you 
change it into the money of another country

The exchange rate is very good at the 
moment.

Unit 5 friendly angenehm *** adj /ɑfren(d)li/
someone who is friendly is always pleasant and 
helpful towards other people

It's a happy, friendly 18th century guest 
house.

Unit 5 go skiing Ski fahren v /ǱǩȚ ɑskiəǺŋ/ the sport or activity of moving over snow on skis I go skiing once a year.Unit 5 go skiing Ski fahren v /ǱǩȚ ɑskiəǺŋ/ the sport or activity of moving over snow on skis I go skiing once a year.

Unit 5 hear hören *** v /hǺǩ(r)/
to realize that someone or something is making 
a sound

Can you hear me?

Unit 5 high-speed Hochgeschwindigkeit adj /ɑhaǺɕspiəd/ moving or operating very quickly
With high-speed trains people can go from 
city centre to city centre.

Unit 5 ipod iPod n C /ɑaǺɕpǢd/

a small music player with headphones that you 
carry around with you and on which you can 
store large amounts of music, especially music 
from the Internet

I wanted the ipod.

Unit 5 jazz Jazz * n U /dȢæz/

a type of music that developed in the late 19th 
century in which there is a strong lively beat and 
the players often improvise (=make up the 
music as they play)

Montreal jazz

Unit 5 machine Gerät *** n C /mǩɑȓiən/
a piece of equipment that does a particular job 
by using electricity, steam, gas etc

That's an amazing machine!

Unit 5 meal Mahlzeit *** n C/U /miəl/
an occasion when you eat, especially breakfast, 
lunch, or dinner

There is also a hotel restaurant for your 
evening meals.

Unit 5 money Geld *** n U /ɑmȜni/
what you earn, save, invest and use to pay for 
things.

Train tickets cost a lot of money.

Unit 5 passenger Passagiere *** n C /ɑpæsǺndȢǩ(r)/

someone who travels in a motor vehicle, aircraft, 
train, or ship but is not the driver or one of the 
people who works on it

Passengers on a high-speed train have 
more space than in an airplane.

Unit 5 play chess/tennis Schach/Tennis spielen v /pleǺ ɑtȓes, ɑtenǺs/ to take part in a game of chess or tennis I sometimes play tennis at the weekends.
Unit 5 sing singen *** v /sǺŋ/ to make music using your voice Can you sing?
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Unit 5 swim schwimmen ** v /swǺm/
to move through water by making movements 
with your arms and legs

I can't swim.

Unit 5 torch Taschenlampe * n C /tǤə(r)tȓ/
a small electric light operated by batteries that 
you hold in your hand.

Do you have a torch in your car?

Unit 5 translate übersetzen ** v /trænsɑleǺt/
to change spoken or written words into another 
language

Can you translate that into English?

Unit 5 translation Übersetzung ** n C/U /trænsɑleǺȓ(ǩ)n/
spoken or written words that have been changed 
into a different language

What's the English translation?

Unit 5 type schreiben, tippen * v /taǺp/ to write something using a keyboard I type emails on my computer.

Unit 5 unnecessary unnötig ** adj /Ȝnɑnesǩs(ǩ)ri/ not needed It's day time, so the torch is unnecessary. 

Unit 5 view Aussicht *** n C/U /vjuə/
a picture or photograph of a place, especially an 
attractive place

This is a quiet, rural location with lots of 
walks nearby, and excellent views.

Unit 5 warm warm *** adj /wǤə(r)m/
fairly hot in a way that is comfortable and 
pleasant

There are clean warm beds in the hotel.

Unit 6 Celebrations

Unit 6 birthday Geburtstag ** n C /ɑbǬə(r)θdeǺ/
the day each year that has the same date as the 
one on which you were born

Click here to see a list of other people born 
on my birthday.

Unit 6 ceremony Feier ** n C/U /ɑserǩmǩni/
a formal public event with special traditions, 
actions, or words

I didn’t go to the ceremony.

Unit 6 champagne Champagner n U /ɕȓæmɑpeǺn/
a type of French sparkling wine that people often 
drink to celebrate special occasions

I always drink champagne New Year's Eve.

Unit 6 congratulate gratulieren * v /kǩnɑǱrætȓȚleǺt/

to tell someone that you are pleased about their 
success, good luck, or happiness on a special 
occasion

We all congratulated him.

Unit 6 New Year’s Eve Sylvester ** n C /njuə jǺǩ(r)z v/

the evening of 31st December, when many 
people celebrate with their family or friends by 
staying awake until midnight

It will be a good New Year’s Eve.

Unit 6 retirement Pensionierung * n C/U /rǺɑtaǺǩ(r)mǩnt/

the time when you stop working, especially 
because you have reached the age when you 
are officially too old to work, or the act of doing 
this

My father had a party for his retirement.

Unit 6 wedding Hochzeit *** n C /ɑwedǺŋ/ a ceremony in which two people get married Kyle and Sue didn’t have a big wedding.
Unit 6 Films & books

a film or television programme, especially for 
children, that is made by photographing a series 

Unit 6 cartoon Cartoon * n C /kǡə(r)ɑtuən/
children, that is made by photographing a series 
of drawings so that people and things in them 
seem to move

My son watched a cartoon this morning.

Unit 6 comedy Comedy ** n C/U /ɑkǢmǩdi/ a funny film, play or television programme This film is a comedy.

Unit 6 horror Horror ** n C/U /ɑhǢrǩ(r)/
books and films that are intended to frighten 
people

We watched a horror film at the cinema.

Unit 6 love story Liebesgeschichte love story /ɑlȜv stǤəri/ a story of how two people meet and fall in love He wrote a famous love story.
Unit 6 romance Liebesroman * n C/U /rǩȚɑmæns/ a book or film about a romantic relationship I want to read a romance on holiday.

Unit 6 science fiction Science Fiction * n U /ɑsaǺǩns fǺkȓ(ǩ)n//

books and films about imaginary future events 
and characters, often dealing with space travel 
and life on other planets. Science fiction is often 
called sci-fi.

I read a science fiction book last week.

Unit 6 thriller Thriller * n C /ɑθrǺlǩ(r)/

a book, play, or film that tells an exciting story, 
especially about something dangerous like a 
crime

He wrote a thriller.

Unit 6 western Western *** n C /ɑwestǩ(r)n/
a film about the western United States in the 
1800s, usually with cowboys

He acted in several westerns. 

Unit 6 Feelings

Unit 6 angry wütend *** adj /ɑæŋǱri/ very annoyed Men cry when they are angry.

Unit 6 bored gelangweilt ** adj /bǤə(r)d/

feeling impatient or dissatisfied, because you 
are not interested in something or because you 
have nothing to do.

She is bored.

Unit 6 happy glücklich *** adj /ɑhæpi/ feeling pleased and satisfied I was so happy for them.

Unit 6 nervous nervös ** adj /ɑnǬə(r)vǩs/ feeling excited and worried, or slightly afraid He is nervous.
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Unit 6 sad traurig *** adj /sæd/
feeling unhappy, especially because something 
bad has happened

It’s a very sad film.

Unit 6 Adjectives of opinion

Unit 6 awful wirklich schlecht, schrecklich ** adj /ɑǤəf(ǩ)l/
used for emphasizing how unpleasant someone 
or something is

It was an awful film.

Unit 6 bad schlecht *** adj /bæd/ of very low quality The actors were bad.

Unit 6 excellent hervorragend *** adj /ɑeksǩlǩnt/ extremely good I think London is excellent.

Unit 6 good gut *** adj /ǱȚd/ of a high quality or standard They are good players.

Unit 6 great toll *** adj /ǱreǺt/ enthusiastic about something or someone
It was great to see him again after all these 
years.

Unit 6 horrible furchtbar ** adj /ɑhǢrǩb(ǩ)l/ very unpleasant The gardens are horrible.

Unit 6 lovely schön *** adj /ɑlȜvli/ very attractive You have a lovely house.

Unit 6 nice lecker *** adj /naǺs/ attractive, enjoyable, or pleasant some nice food for a picnic

Unit 6 terrible entsetzlich *** adj /ɑterǩb(ǩ)l/ very bad in quality or ability The football match was terrible.

Unit 6 wonderful wundervoll *** adj /ɑwȜndǩ(r)f(ǩ)l/ extremely good We had a wonderful dinner.
Unit 6 Other words & phrases

Unit 6 acceptable akzeptabel ** adj /ǩkɑseptǩb(ǩ)l/
considered by most people to be reasonable or 
to be something that can be allowed

In Britain and America it is more acceptable 
for men to cry today.

Unit 6 act spielen *** v /ækt/ to perform in plays or films He acted in many films by Tim Burton.

Unit 6 actor Schauspieler *** n C /ɑæktǩ(r)/
someone who performs in plays and films, 
especially as their job

An actor from your country

Unit 6 athlete Athlet * n C /ɑæθliət/
someone who is good at sports, especially 
athletics, and takes part in sports competitions

Matthew Pinsent is a British Olympic athlete.

Unit 6 author Autor ** n C /ɑǤəθǩ(r)/
someone who writes books, articles etc, 
especially as their job

Can you guess the famous author?

Unit 6 boat ride Bootsfahrt n C /ɑbǩȚt raǺd/
a short trip or journey in a small boat on a lake 
or river

We can go for a boat ride on the Thames.

Unit 6 buy kaufen *** v /baǺ/ to get something by paying money for it We will buy some nice food for a picnic.

Unit 6 cry weinen *** v /kraǺ/
to have tears coming from your eyes, especially 
because you are sad

It’s difficult for British men to cry.

Unit 6 fall herunterfallen *** v /fǤəl/
to move quickly downwards from a higher 
position, usually by accident

Why did the glass fall off the table?

Unit 6 favourite Lieblings- ** adj /ɑfeǺv(ǩ)rǩt/
your favourite person or thing of a particular kind 
is the one that you like the best

It’s my favourite sport.

Unit 6 feel fühlen *** v /fiəl/
to be in a particular state as a result of an 
emotion or a physical feeling

How do you feel?

Unit 6 health Gesundheit *** n U /helθ/
the condition of your body, especially whether or 
not you are ill

Crying is good for your health

Unit 6 horse Pferd *** n C /hǤə(r)s/ a large animal that people ride. He got a medal when he won Wimbledon.

Unit 6 medal Medaille ** n C /ɑmed(ǩ)l/

a small flat piece of metal that you are given for 
winning a competition or doing something very 
brave

Matthew Pinsent cried when he won a gold 
medal at the Olympics.

Unit 6 president Präsident *** n C /ɑprezǺdǩnt/
the political leader of a country that does not 
have a king or queen

Even two US presidents cried quietly on 
television.

Unit 6 psychologist Psychologe ** n C /saǺɑkǢlǩdȢǺst/
someone who studies how people’s minds work 
and how this affects their behaviour

British psychologists and researchers say 
that men cry easily.

Unit 6 stress Stress *** n C/U /stres/

a worried or nervous feeling that stops you 
relaxing, caused, for example, by pressure at 
work or financial or personal problems

I have a lot of stress at work.

Unit 6 symbol Symbol ** n C /ɑsǺmb(ǩ)l/ a picture or shape used to represent something
It’s about symbols in the art of a famous 
Italian painter.

Unit 6 twice zweimal *** adv /twaǺs/ two times A twice-a-year blog

Unit 6 was born geboren v /wǩz bǤə(r)n/
when a baby is born, it comes out of its mother’s 
body and starts its life. 

He was born in Kentucky, USA

Unit 6 weekend Wochenende *** n C /ɕwiəkɑend/ Saturday and Sunday I watched a DVD last weekend.
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Unit 6 win gewinnen *** v /wǺn/
to defeat everyone else by being the best or by 
finishing first in a competition

They're very happy when they win an Oscar.

Unit 7 Food

Unit 7 apple Apfel *** n C/U /ɑæp(ǩ)l/

a hard round fruit that is white inside and has a 
smooth green, yellow, or red skin, which is 
called peel when it has been removed.

Every morning I had three apples

Unit 7 banana Banane * n C/U /bǩɑnǡənǩ/ a long curved fruit with a yellow skin Banana and apple soup?!?

Unit 7 bean Bohnen ** n C /biən/
a seed of various plants that is cooked and 
eaten.

It’s simple – it has rice, beans and corn.

Unit 7 bread Brot *** n U /bred/

a common food made from flour, water, and 
usually yeast (=a substance that makes the 
bread grow larger)

Don’t eat any bread.

Unit 7 butter Butter ** n U /ɑbȜtǩ(r)/
a solid yellow food made from cream that you 
spread on bread or use in cooking

Would you like some butter on your bread?

Unit 7 cake Kuchen *** n C/U /keǺk/

a sweet food made by baking a mixture that 
usually contains sugar, eggs, flour, and butter or 
oil

We drank coffee and ate cake.

Unit 7 carrot Möhre * n C/U /ɑkærǩt/
a long hard orange vegetable that grows under 
the ground and has green leaves on its top

I’d like some carrots.

Unit 7 cheese Käse ** n C/U /tȓiəz/ a solid food made from milk Do you want some cheese on your pasta?

Unit 7 chicken Huhn n C /ɑtȓǺkǺn/ a bird kept for its eggs and meat. Eat lots of fish, meat and chicken.

Unit 7 chips Pommes Frites *** n pl /tȓǺps/ a long thin piece of potato cooked in hot oil Would you like chips with your steak?

Unit 7 chocolate Schokolade ** n C/U /ɑtȓǢklǩt/
a sweet brown food eaten as a sweet or used 
for flavouring other food

We ate some chocolate cake.

Unit 7 corn Getreide ** n U /kǤə(r)n/
the seeds of wheat, barley etc which are 
crushed to make flour

It has rice, beans and corn.

Unit 7 curry Curry(-gericht) n C/U /ɑkȜri/ 

an Indian food consisting of meat or vegetables 
cooked in a sauce with a hot flavour, often eaten 
with rice

We ate a very nice curry last night.

Unit 7 diet Diät ** n C/U /ɑdaǺǩt/ the food that a person or animal usually eats She's on the Soup diet.

Unit 7 egg Ei *** n C /eǱ/
the round object with a shell that a female bird 
produces and a baby bird develops in.

You can eat eggs with this diet.

Unit 7 fish Fisch *** n C/U /fǺȓ/ an animal that lives in water and swims. You can eat fish and tomatoes at lunch.
Unit 7 fruit Obst *** n C/U /fruət/ a type of food that grows on trees or plants He doesn’t eat vegetables or fruit.Unit 7 fruit Obst *** n C/U /fruət/ a type of food that grows on trees or plants He doesn’t eat vegetables or fruit.

Unit 7 garlic Knoblauch * n U /ɑǱǡə(r)lǺk/

a round white vegetable with small sections 
called cloves which you add to food for a strong 
pleasant flavour.

For this paella you need some garlic.

Unit 7 ice cream Eiscreme n C/U /aǺs ɑkriəm/

a frozen sweet food made from cream or milk 
and sugar, often with fruit or chocolate added to 
flavour it

Can I have some ice cream, please?

Unit 7 lemon Zitrone n C/U /ɑlemǩn/ fruit with a hard yellow skin and sour juice Make it with salt, pepper and a lemon.

Unit 7 lettuce Salat * n C/U /ɑletǺs/
a vegetable with large thin green leaves that you 
eat raw in a salad

You can eat some lettuce.

Unit 7 milk Milch *** n U /mǺlk/
a white liquid that comes from cows, goats, and 
sheep, which people drink and use in cooking.

For breakfast, have some milk.

Unit 7 nutrition Nährwert * n U /njuəɑtrǺȓ(ǩ)n/
the science of food and its effect on health and 
growth

Complete the information for the Nutrition 
Reference Guide

Unit 7 onion Zwiebel ** n C /ɑȜnjǩn/
a round vegetable with thin dry skin and many 
layers inside that tastes and smells very strong

You can have a tomato and onion salad.

Unit 7 orange Orange ** n C /ɑǢrǺndȢ/

a round fruit that has a hard orange-coloured 
skin called peel, and that divides into parts 
called segments.

Can I have an orange?

Unit 7 pasta Pasta * n C/U /ɑpæstǩ/
an Italian food made from flour and water, and 
sometimes eggs. 

Do you like pasta?

Unit 7 pepper Paprika * n C/U /ɑpepǩ(r)/ a green or red vegetable.
The vegetarian pizza has tomato sauce, 
onion, green pepper and mushroom.
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Unit 7 potato Kartoffel ** n C/U /pǩɑteǺtǩȚ/

a very common hard round vegetable that has a 
brown ,red, or yellow skin and is white or yellow 
inside

You can eat fish and potatoes at lunch.

Unit 7 rice Reis ** n U /raǺs/
a food consisting of small white or brown grains 
that are eaten cooked

Did you eat any rice this week?

Unit 7 salt Salz * n U /sǤəlt/
a white substance that is often added to food 
before or after cooking to improve its flavour.

Do you have any salt?

Unit 7 sauce Sauce ** n C/U /sǤəs/
a liquid food that you put on other foods to give 
them a particular flavour

I'd like a Margarita pizza (tomato sauce and 
cheese).

Unit 7 sausage Wurst * n C/U /ɑsǢsǺdȢ/
a food that consists of a tube of skin containing 
very small pieces of meat mixed with spices

They have some nice Spanish sausages.

Unit 7 shellfish Schalentier n C/U /ɑȓelɕfǺȓ/
sea creatures with a hard shell around them, for 
example crabs, mussels, and oysters

For this paella you need rice, different kinds 
of shellfish, …

Unit 7 soup Suppe ** n C/U /suəp/ 
a liquid food that is made by cooking meat, fish, 
vegetables etc with water or milk

I can’t eat this soup. It’s too cold.

Unit 7 spinach Spinat n U /ɑspǺnǺdȢ/
a vegetable with dark green leaves that can be 
cooked or eaten raw in salads

The spinach is lovely.

Unit 7 steak Steak * n C/U /steǺk/
the meat from a cow, especially a piece without 
fat that is high in quality

I ate a big steak at the restaurant.

Unit 7 sugar Zucker *** n U /ɑȓȚǱǩ(r)/

a sweet substance consisting of very small white 
or brown pieces that is added to food or drinks 
to make them taste sweet

There’s a lot of sugar in this coffee.

Unit 7 tomato Tomate n C /tǩɑmǡətǩȚ/
a round red fruit eaten as a vegetable raw in 
salads or cooked

I'd like a tomato and onion salad.

Unit 7 vegetable Gemüse *** n C/U /ɑvedȢtǩb(ǩ)l/
a part of a plant used as food, for example a 
potato, bean, or cabbage

Rice and vegetables are important dishes in 
the Middle East.

Unit 7 water Wasser *** n U /ɑwǤətǩ(r)/
the clear liquid that falls as rain and is used for 
things such as drinking and washing

She drank some water.

Unit 7 wine Wein *** n C/U /waǺn/ an alcoholic drink made from grapes The man likes the wine.
Unit 7 Describing food

Unit 7 cold kalt *** adj /kǩȚld/
with a low temperature or a temperature that is 
lower than normal

I hate cold soup!

Unit 7 cooked gekocht adj /kȚkt/
cooked food has been heated and is ready to 
eat

Find someone who always eats cooked 
vegetables.eat vegetables.

Unit 7 delicious lecker * adj /dǺɑlǺȓǩs/ with a very pleasant taste or smell Delicious!

Unit 7 healthy gesund *** adj /ɑhelθi/
working well and likely to continue to be 
successful

71% of Americans say they try to eat more 
healthy food at restaurants now than in the 
past.

Unit 7 hot heiss *** adj /hǢt/ very high in temperature The tea was very hot.

Unit 7 raw roh ** adj /rǤə/
raw food has not been cooked, or has not been 
thoroughly cooked

Find someone who doesn’t like raw 
vegetables.

Unit 7 salty salzig adj /ɑsǤəlti/ containing salt, or tasting like salt The boyfriend can only eat salty food.
Unit 7 spicy scharf adj /ɑspaǺsi/ spicy food has a strong hot flavour Do you like spicy food?
Unit 7 sweet süss *** adj /swiət/ tasting like sugar It’s too sweet.
Unit 7 Eating out

Unit 7 bill Rechnung *** n C /bǺl/
a piece of paper that shows how much money 
you owe after eating in a restaurant.

When we finished the meal we asked for the 
bill.

Unit 7 dessert Nachtisch * n C/U /dǺɑzǬə(r)t/
sweet food that you eat after the main part of a 
meal

We ate some chocolate cake for dessert.

Unit 7 main course Hauptgericht n C /ɑmeǺn kǤə(r)s// the biggest part of a meal We had fish for the main course.

Unit 7 meal Essen *** n C /miəl/
an occasion when you eat, especially breakfast, 
lunch, or dinner

When we finished the meal we asked for the 
bill.

Unit 7 menu Menü ** n C /ɑmenjuə/
a list of the food that is available in a restaurant, 
café etc

Can I have the menu, please?

Unit 7 tip Trinkgeld ** n C /tǺp/

 a small amount of money that you give to 
someone in addition to what you owe for a 
service

We left a tip for the waiter.
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Unit 7 waiter Kellner * n C /ɑweǺtǩ(r)/
a man or boy who brings food and drink to your 
table in a restaurant or café

You are the waiter at Bella Pizza.

Unit 7 waitress Kellnerin * n C /ɑweǺtrǩs/
a woman or girl who brings food and drink to 
your table in a restaurant or café

The waitress asked us what we wanted to 
eat.

Unit 7 Other words & phrases

Unit 7 almost beinahe *** adv /ɑǤəlmǩȚst/ nearly but not completely Almost every country has rice in its diet.

Unit 7 dry trocken *** adj /draǺ/ something that is dry has no water in it or on it You can grow rice on dry land.

Unit 7 wet nass *** adj /wet/ covered with water or another liquid Rice grows on wet land.
Unit 8 Transport

Unit 8 airport Flughafen *** n C /ɑeǩ(r)ɕpǤə(r)t/

a place where planes arrive and leave, 
consisting of runways (=long roads where planes 
land and take off) and large buildings for 
passengers called terminals

But every time I was at the airport, I felt 
terrible.

Unit 8 bicycle Fahrrad ** n C /ɑbaǺsǺk(ǩ)l/
a vehicle with two wheels that you ride by 
pushing pedals with your feet

More people use public transport and 
bicycles now in London because of this law.

Unit 8 boat Boot *** n C /bǩȚt/
a small vehicle that people use for travelling on 
water

I would like to make a long journey by boat.

Unit 8 bus Bus *** n C /bȜs/

a large road vehicle with a lot of seats that you 
pay to travel on, especially one that takes you 
fairly short distances and stops frequently

He goes to work by bus every day.

Unit 8 bus stop Bushaltestelle n C /ɑbȜs stǢp/

a place marked by a sign at the side of a road 
where buses stop to let passengers get on and 
off

We waited for an hour at the bus stop.

Unit 8 car Auto *** n C /kǡə(r)/
a road vehicle for one driver and a few 
passengers

A car is on the wrong side of the road in East 
London.

Unit 8 car park Parkplatz n C /ɑkǡə(r) pǡə(r)k/
an area or a building where people can leave 
their cars for a short time

Do we have to pay for the car park?

Unit 8 drive fahren *** v /draǺv/ to control a vehicle so that it moves somewhere
It now costs £10 (€12) a day to drive in 
central London.

Unit 8 motorbike Motorrad * n C /ɑmǩȚtǩ(r)ɕbaǺk/
a road vehicle that has two wheels and an 
engine and looks like a large heavy bicycle

Can you ride a motorbike?

Unit 8 on foot zu Fuß /Ǣn ɑfȚt/ walking We can go on foot.
Unit 8 plane Flugzeug *** n C /pleǺn/ an aircraft with wings and at least one engine Did you travel by plane?Unit 8 plane Flugzeug *** n C /pleǺn/ an aircraft with wings and at least one engine Did you travel by plane?

Unit 8 port Hafen *** n C /pǤə(r)t/
an area of water where ships stop, including the 
buildings around it

The ship is in the port at the moment.

Unit 8 ride fahren *** v /raǺd/
to sit on a bicycle, motorcycle etc, and control it 
as it moves along

Can you ride a motorbike?

Unit 8 station Station *** n C /ɑsteǺȓ(ǩ)n/

a building or place where buses, trains, or other 
public vehicles stop so that passengers can get 
on or off

Excuse me, where's the station?

Unit 8 train Zug *** n C /treǺn/
a group of railway vehicles that are connected 
and pulled by an engine

They go to work by train.

Unit 8 underground U-Bahn n U /ɑȜndǩ(r)ɕǱraȚnd/
a system of public transport consisting of trains 
that travel in tunnels below a city

We can take the underground.

Unit 8 Action verbs

Unit 8 kiss küssen *** v /kǺs/
to touch someone with your lips when you say 
hello or goodbye to them

I saw them kiss in the romantic film.

Unit 8 run rennen *** v /rȜn/
to move quickly to a place using your legs and 
feet

She can run very fast.

Unit 8 sing singen *** v /sǺŋ/ to make music using your voice Some people are singing in Oxford Street.

Unit 8 sleep schlafen *** v /sliəp/

to go into a natural state in which you are 
unconscious for a time and your body rests, 
especially for several hours at night

I sleep for 8 hours every night.

Unit 8 smoke rauchen ** v /smǩȚk/
to put a cigarette in your mouth and breahe in 
smoke from it

Do you smoke?

Unit 8 walk laufen *** v /wǤək/
to move forwards by putting one foot in front of 
the other

Do you walk, take public transport or drive?
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Unit 8 Other words & phrases

Unit 8 accident Unfall *** n C/U /ɑæksǺd(ǩ)nt/
a crash involving a car, train, plane, or other 
vehicle

The chances of being in a plane accident 
were about 0.0000000004%.

Unit 8 adult Erwachsener *** n C /ɑædȜlt/
someone who is no longer a child and is legally 
responsible for their actions

More than 10 million British adults are afraid 
of flying.

Unit 8 alone alleine *** adj /ǩɑlǩȚn/ without anyone with you If you don’t like flying, you are not alone.

Unit 8 business partner Geschäftspartner n C /ɑbǺznǩs pǡə(r)tnǩ(r)/
a company or person that is involved with the 
business dealings of another company or person

Jack Lewis, your business partner, is leaving 
work now.

Unit 8 company Firma *** n C /ɑkȜmp(ǩ)ni/
an organization that provides services, or that 
makes or sells goods for money

He’s leaving our company!

Unit 8 common häufig *** adj /ɑkǢmǩn/
happening frequently, or existing in large 
amounts or numbers

Fear of flying is one of the most common 
phobias in the world.

Unit 8 course Kurs *** n C /kǤə(r)s/
a series of lessons or lectures in an academic 
subject or a practical skill

The writer went on a course for people afraid 
of flying.

Unit 8 exactly genau *** adv /ǺǱɑzæk(t)li/
no more and no less than a particular amount or 
time

He explained exactly how a plane works

Unit 8 fear Angst *** n C/U /fǺǩ(r)/
the feeling that you have when you are 
frightened

Fear of flying is one of the most common 
phobias in the world.

Unit 8 flight Flug *** n C/U /flaǺt/
a journey through air or space in a vehicle such 
as a plane

What did the people do when the flight 
started?

Unit 8 follow folgen *** v /ɑfǢlǩȚ/
to walk, drive etc closely behind someone in 
order to watch them

Do you want me to follow him?

Unit 8 hand Hand *** n C /hænd/
the part of your body at the end of each arm that 
you use for picking up and holding things

Some people held hands.

Unit 8 law Gesetz *** n C/U /lǤə/ an official rule that people must obey
In 2003, the mayor of London made a new 
law to help reduce traffic.

Unit 8 phobia Phobie n C /ɑfǩȚbiǩ/
a very strong feeling of disliking or being afraid 
of someone or something

She gave us information about phobias and 
taught us a relaxation technique.

Unit 8 photograph Foto *** n C /ɑfǩȚtǩɕǱrǡəf/ 
a picture of something that you make with a 
camera

take a photograph

Unit 8 pilot Pilot *** n C /ɑpaǺlǩt/ someone who flies an aircraft The writer talked to a pilot.

Unit 8 police station Polizeirevier * n C /pǩɑliəs steǺȓ(ǩ)n/ the building where the local police force works
He found a camera, so he took it to the 
police station.

Unit 8 safe sicher *** adj /seǺf/ not likely to cause damage, injury, or harm I knew that planes were very safe.Unit 8 safe sicher *** adj /seǺf/ not likely to cause damage, injury, or harm I knew that planes were very safe.

Unit 8 secret geheim *** n C /ɑsiəkrǩt/

a piece of information that is known by only a 
small number of people, and is deliberately not 
told to other people

It’s a secret meeting.

Unit 8 security Sicherheitskontrolle *** n C /sǺɑkjȚǩrǩti/
the department within an organization that 
protects buildings and workers

I don’t like going through security, it makes 
me nervous.

Unit 8 stranger Unbekannter ** n C /ɑstreǺndȢǩ(r)/ someone who you do not know I don’t like talking to a stranger on a plane.

Unit 8 survive überleben *** v /sǩ(r)ɑvaǺv/
to manage to deal with something difficult or 
unpleasant

I could get on a plane and survive.

Unit 8 take nehmen *** v /teǺk/ to use a particular type of transport Why don’t we take a taxi?
Unit 9 Clothes

Unit 9 boot Stiefel *** n C /buət/
a type of shoe that covers all of your foot and 
part of your leg

I can't find my other boot!

Unit 9 dress Kleid *** n C /dres/
a piece of clothing that covers a woman’s body 
and part of her legs

That's a beautiful dress.

Unit 9 jacket Jacke *** n C /ɑdȢækǺt/

a short coat that covers the upper part of the 
body and is made in many styles for different 
occasions and different kinds of weather

It's a good idea to put on a jacket for an 
interview.

Unit 9 jeans Jeans * n C /dȢiənz/
trousers made of heavy cotton cloth called 
denim that you wear in informal situations

She bought some new jeans yesterday.

Unit 9 jumper Pullover * n C /ɑdȢȜmpǩ(r)/

a warm piece of clothing, usually made of wool, 
that you pull over your head and that covers your 
upper body and arms

Right now I'm wearing a jumper.
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Unit 9 shirt Hemd *** n C /ȓǬə(r)t/
a piece of men’s clothing that covers the top 
part of the body

I think a shirt and tie make a good 
impression at an interview.

Unit 9 shoe Schuh *** n C /ȓuə/
something that you wear on each foot, usually 
over socks

A dirty shirt makes a very bad impression, 
and so do dirty shoes.

Unit 9 skirt Rock ** n C /skǬə(r)t/
a piece of clothing for a woman or girl. It hangs 
from thewaist and is not joined between the legs

I think you shouldn’t wear a very short skirt 
for a first meeting …

Unit 9 tie Krawatte ** n C /taǺ/

a long narrow piece of cloth that a man wears 
around his neck under the collar of a shirt. It is 
tied with a knot

I think a shirt and tie make a good 
impression at an interview.

Unit 9 trainers Turnschuhe * n C /ɑtreǺnǩ(r)z/

strong, comfortable shoes which are designed 
for doing sports in, but which many people wear 
as informal clothing

You can't wear trainers here.

Unit 9 trousers Hose ** n C /ɑtraȚzǩ(r)z/

a piece of clothing covering the body from the 
waist to the feet, divided into separate parts for 
each leg and worn by both men and women

A shirt and trousers is fine.

Unit 9 T-shirt T-Shirt n C /ɑtiəȓǬə(r)t/
a soft shirt that usually has short sleeves and no 
collar

It's sunny, so I'm wearing a T-shirt.

Unit 9 Body

Unit 9 arm Arm *** n C /ǡə(r)m/
one of the two long parts of your body with your 
hands at the end

Stretch your arms, your hands and your 
shoulders.

Unit 9 back Rücken *** n C /bæk/

the part of your body between your neck and 
your bottom, on the opposite side to your chest 
and stomach

Keep your back straight

Unit 9 chest Brust *** n C /tȓest/
the upper front part of your body between your 
neck andyour stomach

My chest hurts!

Unit 9 elbow Ellbogen ** n C /ɑelbǩȚ/
the part in the middle of your arm, where it 
bends

My elbow hurts when I play tennis.

Unit 9 finger Finger *** n C /ɑfǺŋǱǩ(r)/
your fingers are the long thin parts on the end of 
yourhands

He types with one finger.

Unit 9 foot (plural feet) Fuß/Füße *** n C /fȚt, fiət/
the part of your body at the end of your leg, on 
which you stand

Keep your back straight and your feet on the 
floor.

Unit 9 hand Hand *** n C /hænd/
the part of your body at the end of each arm that 
you use for picking up and holdingthings

In Canada, you should shake a person’s 
hand.you use for picking up and holdingthings hand.

Unit 9 head Kopf *** n C /hed/
the top part of your body that has your brain, 
eyes, mouth etc in it

Many English-speaking countries have the 
Queen of England’s head on their coins.

Unit 9 knee Knie *** n C /niə/ the part in the middle of your leg, where it bends She hurt her knee playing tennis.

Unit 9 leg Bein *** n C /leǱ/
one of the two parts of your body to which your 
feet are attached

My son can stand on one leg.

Unit 9 neck Hals *** n C /nek/
the part of the body that joins the head to therest 
of the body

You can hurt your neck if you sit for a long 
time every day.

Unit 9 shoulder Schulter *** n C /ɑȓǩȚldǩ(r)/
one of the two parts of your body betweenyour 
neck and the top of your arms

Stretch your arms, your hands and your 
shoulders.

Unit 9 stomach Bauch ** n C /ɑstȜmǩk/
the soft part at the front of your body between 
your chest and your legs

How’s your stomach?

Unit 9 wrist Handgelenk ** n C /rǺst/
the part of your body between your hand and 
your arm

You can hurt your wrists if you sit for a long 
time every day.

Unit 9 Face

Unit 9 cheek Wange ** n C /tȓiək/
the soft part on each side of your face below 
your eyes

It was cold so his cheeks were red.

Unit 9 chin Kinn ** n C /tȓǺn/
the centre of the bottom part of your face, below 
your mouth and above your neck

He doesn't have much hair on his chin.

Unit 9 ear Ohr *** n C /Ǻǩ(r)/
one of the two parts at the sides of your head 
that you hear with

My brother has big ears.

Unit 9 eye Auge *** n C /aǺ/
one of the two body parts in your face that you 
use for seeing

I don’t trust a person if he or she doesn’t 
make eye contact.
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Unit 9 hair Haar *** n U /heǩ(r)/ the mass of thin fibres that grows on your head Whose hair is in picture B?

Unit 9 mouth Mund *** n C /maȚθ/
the part of your face below your nose that you 
use to eat and speak

He has a small mouth and a long chin.

Unit 9 nose Nase *** n C /nǩȚz/
the part of your face above your mouth that you 
use for smelling and breathing

She has a big nose.

Unit 9 tooth (plural teeth) Zahn / Zähne *** n C /tuəθ, tiəθ/
one of the hard white objects inside your mouth 
that youuse for biting and for chewing food

When I eat cold ice cream it hurts my teeth.

Unit 9 Health problems

Unit 9 cold Erkältung ** n C /kǩȚld/
a minor illness that blocks your nose and makes 
you cough

I’ve got a cold.

Unit 9 headache Kopfschmerzen * n C /ɑhedeǺk/ a pain in your head I’ve got a headache.

Unit 9 hurt wehtun, schmerzen *** v /hǬə(r)t/ to feel pain somewhere in your body My back hurts.

Unit 9 ill krank *** adj /Ǻl/
not healthy, because of a medical condition or 
an injury

Are you ill often?

Unit 9 stomach ache Bauchschmerzen n C/U /ɑstȜmǩk eǺk/ pain in your stomach I can't work because I've got stomach ache.

Unit 9 tired müde *** adj /ɑtaǺǩ(r)d/ needing to rest or sleep You are very tired.
Unit 9 toothache Zahnschmerzen n U /ɑtuəθeǺk/ a pain in one or more of your teeth I’ve got a toothache.
Unit 10 Places in a city

Unit 10 bank Bank *** n C /bæŋk/
a financial institution that people or businesses 
can keep their money in or borrow money from

You mustn’t smoke now in any offices, 
banks, restaurants or pubs in India.

Unit 10 chemist Apotheke ** n C /ɑkemǺst/
a shop that sells medicines, beauty products, 
and toiletries

She bought the medicine at the chemist.

Unit 10 cinema Kino ** n C /ɑsǺnǩmǩ/ a building where you pay to go and watch a film We went to the cinema last night.

Unit 10 disco Disco * n C /ɑdǺskǩȚ/
a place or event where people dance to popular 
music

The disco is full of people at the weekends.

Unit 10 hospital Krankenhaus *** n C /ɑhǢspǺt(ǩ)l/

a place where people stay when they are ill or 
injured and need a lot of care from doctors and 
nurses

He was in hospital for a week when he was 
ill.

Unit 10 hotel Hotel *** n C /hǩȚɑtel/
a building where you pay to stay in a room and 
have meals

The Cape Grace is a five-star hotel next to 
the sea in Cape Town.

Unit 10 hotel Hotel *** n C /hǩȚɑtel/
have meals the sea in Cape Town.

Unit 10 library Bücherei *** n C /ɑlaǺbrǩri/
a place where books, documents, CDs etc are 
available for you to look at or borrow

You bring the books back to the library.

Unit 10 nightclub Nachtclub n C /ɑnaǺtɕklȜb/
a place where people go in the evening to 
dance, drink alcohol, or watch entertainers

Cape Town is home to the biggest nightclub 
in South Africa.

Unit 10 pool Schwimmbad *** n C /puəl/
a large structure filled with water for people to swi
m in

At Cape Grace you can go swimming in the 
pool.

Unit 10 school Schule *** n C/U /skuəl/ a place where children go tobe taught
In Cathedral City, California it’s illegal to take 
a dog to school.

Unit 10 shop Laden *** n C /ȓǢp/
a place where you buy things or where you pay 
for a service

There are hundreds of little shops at the 
market.

Unit 10 shopping centre Einkaufszentrum n C /ɑȓǢpǺŋ sentǩ(r)/

an area where a group of different shops and 
businesses such as banks and restaurants are 
all built next to each other

The V&A Waterfront is the most popular 
shopping centre.

Unit 10 stadium Stadion * n C /ɑsteǺdiǩm/

a large building, usually without a roof, where 
people watch sports events such as football 
matches or races

Nick’s city has big stadiums.

Unit 10 supermarket Supermarkt ** n C /ɑsuəpǩ(r)ɕmǡə(r)kǺt/

a very large shop that sells food and other 
products for the home. You go around the shop 
pushing a trolley and putting things in it, then you 
pay for your goods at the checkout.

I have no food, so I'm going to the 
supermarket.

Unit 10 town hall Rathaus n C /taȚn ɑhǤəl/
a building that has all the offices of a town’s local 
government

The town hall is in the city centre.

Unit 10 Describing a town/city
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Unit 10 beautiful wunderschön *** adj /ɑbjuətǩf(ǩ)l/
something that is beautiful is very pleasant to 
look at

Cape Town is one of South Africa’s most 
beautiful cities.

Unit 10 boring langweilig ** adj /ɑbǤərǺŋ/
not at all interesting, and making you feel 
impatient or dissatisfied

I think that living in a big city is never boring.

Unit 10 cheap billig *** adj /tȓiəp/ not expensive
You can find cheap jewellery at the shopping 
centre.

Unit 10 cosmopolitan kosmopolitisch adj /ɕkǢzmǩɑpǢlǺt(ǩ)n/
showing the influence of many different countries 
and cultures

Lots of people say that Toronto is 
interesting, because it’s cosmopolitan.

Unit 10 dangerous gefährlich *** adj /ɑdeǺndȢǩrǩs/ likely to have a bad effect or to cause a problem It’s the most dangerous part of the city.

Unit 10 expensive teuer *** adj /ǺkɑspensǺv/ something that is expensive costs a lot of money Life in Madrid is not expensive.

Unit 10 friendly freundlich *** adj /ɑfren(d)li/
someone who is friendly is always pleasant and 
helpful towards other people

Are the people friendly?

Unit 10 historical historisch *** adj /hǺɑstǢrǺk(ǩ)l/ connected with history or with the past
I think that Ottawa has more historical 
buildings than Toronto.

Unit 10 interesting interessant *** adj /ɑǺntrǩstǺŋ/
something that is interesting makes you want to 
know about it or take part in it

Which law do you think is the most 
interesting?

Unit 10 modern modern *** adj /ɑmǢdǩ(r)n/
using the most recent methods, ideas, designs, 
or equipment

Mexico City is more modern than other cities 
in Mexico.

Unit 10 noisy laut * adj /ɑnǤǺzi/ making a lot of noise Is it very noisy?

Unit 10 polluted schadstoffbelastet * adj /pǩɑluətǺd/
to make air, water, or land too dirty and 
dangerous for people to use in a safe way

Is the air polluted?

Unit 10 quiet ruhig *** adj /ɑkwaǺǩt/ used about places in which there is little noise Nick’s city is very clean and quiet.

Unit 10 safe sicher *** adj /seǺf/
used about places and situations where you are 
protected from danger

Toronto and Ottawa are both safe cities.

Unit 10 ugly hässlich ** adj /ɑȜǱli/ something that is ugly is unpleasant to look at Some parts of the city are very ugly.

Unit 10 unfriendly unfreundlich * adj /Ȝnɑfren(d)li/ not friendly
Are the people friendly or unfriendly in the 
city?

Unit 10 go + -ing

Unit 10 go dancing tanzen gehen /ǱǩȚ ɑdǡənsǺŋ/
to move your feet and your body in a pattern of 
movements that follows the sound of music

This is the best place to go dancing and 
have a good time.

to jump into water with your head first and your On special adventure tours you can go 
Unit 10 go diving tauchen gehen /ǱǩȚ ɑdaǺvǺŋ/

to jump into water with your head first and your 
arms stretched out in front of you

On special adventure tours you can go 
diving with a great white shark.

Unit 10 go sightseeing Sehenswürdigkeiten anschauen /ǱǩȚ ɑsaǺtɕsiəǺŋ/
to travel around a place to see the interesting 
things in it

If you want to go sightseeing, you must go to 
Robben Island.

Unit 10 go shopping einkaufen gehen /ǱǩȚ ɑȓǢpǺŋ/ to go to a shop to buy things
What’s the best place to go shopping for 
clothes?

Unit 10 go swimming schwimmen gehen /ǱǩȚ ɑswǺmǺŋ/ to swim for enjoyment, for exercise, or in races
At Cape Grace you can go swimming in the 
pool.

Unit 10 go walking wandern gehen /ǱǩȚ ɑwǤəkǺŋ/ to go for a long walk, often in hills or mountains
You can also go walking around the top of 
the mountain.

Unit 10 Size & colours

Unit 10 big groß *** adj /bǺǱ/ large in size Nick’s city has big stadiums.

Unit 10 dark dunkel *** adj /dǡə(r)k/ black, or almost black, in colour It's a dark brown T-shirt.

Unit 10 gold gold *** adj /ǱǩȚld/ something that is gold is the colour of gold It's a gold pen.

Unit 10 large groß *** adj /lǡə(r)dȢ/ bigger than usual in size
A supermarket is a large place where you 
can buy …

Unit 10 light hell *** adj /laǺt/ pale in colour, not dark It's a light blue T-shirt.

Unit 10 silver silber * adj /ɑsǺlvǩ(r)/ light grey in colour There are silver ones and these black ones.

Unit 10 small klein *** adj /smǤəl/ not large in size, amount, or number Alicante is smaller than Madrid.

Unit 10 tiny winzig *** adj /ɑtaǺni/ extremely small It's a tiny black keyring.
Unit 10 Other words & phrases
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Unit 10 apartheid Apartheid n U /ǩɑpǡə(r)tɕheǺt/ 

the political system that existed in the past in 
South Africa, in which only white people had 
political rights and power

Robben Island was one of South Africa’s 
worst prisons during apartheid.

Unit 10 at least mindestens /æt ɑliəst/
not less than a particular amount or number, and 
possibly more

Add at least one more sentence of your own.

Unit 10 bizarre bizarr * adj /bǺɑzǡə(r)/ strange and difficult to explain
They now have several hundred bizarre 
laws.

Unit 10 carry tragen *** v /ɑkæri/
to have something with you, usually in your 
pocket or bag

In the majority of American cities, you 
needn’t have a permit to carry a gun.

Unit 10 dancefloor Tanzfläche n C /ɑdǡənsflǤə(r)//
an area in a club, restaurant etc designed for 
people to dance on

The giant building has a dancefloor for 5,000 
people.

Unit 10 get dressed anziehen /Ǳet drest/ to put your clothes on
If you want to go swimming in Destin, 
Florida, you must get dressed in your hotel 
room and not in your car.

Unit 10 gun Waffe *** n C /ǱȜn/
a weapon that shoots bullets, for example a 
pistol or a rifle

You needn’t have a permit to buy a gun.

Unit 10 illegal illegal ** adj /ǺɑliəǱ(ǩ)l/ not allowed by the law
In Cathedral City, California it’s illegal to take 
a dog to school.

Unit 10 jewellery Schmuck ** n U /ɑdȢuəǩlri/ objects that you wear as decoration
You can find cheap jewellery at the shopping 
centre.

Unit 10 keyring Schlüsselring n C /ɑkiə rǺŋ/ a metal ring used for keeping keys together Does the man like the keyrings?

Unit 10 lose verlieren *** v /luəz/
to stop having something because it has been 
taken from you or destroyed

Where did you lose your keys?

Unit 10 mug Becher * n C /mȜǱ/
a cup with straight sides and no saucer, used 
mainly for hot drinks

How many mugs does the woman take?

Unit 10 offer anbieten *** v /ɑǢfǩ(r)/
to provide something such as a product or 
service

We have collected here a small sample of 
the best Cape Town has to offer.

Unit 10 permit erlauben n C /ɑpǬə(r)mǺt/
an official document that gives you permission to 
do something

You needn’t have a permit to buy a gun.

Unit 10 pig Schwein ** n C /pǺǱ/
an animal with no fur and a curly tail kept by 
farmers for its meat

You mustn’t take a pig to the beach in Miami 
Beach, Florida.

Unit 10 quality hochwertig *** n C/U /ɑkwǢlǩti/ the quality of something is how good or bad it is
You can find quality clothes at the shopping 
centre.

Unit 10 shark Hai * n C /ȓǡə(r)k/ a large fish with sharp teeth that lives in the sea
The ocean near Cape Town is famous for 
sharks.sharks.

Unit 10 shout rufen *** v /ȓaȚt/ to say something in a loud voice
You must not shout or sing in public at night 
in the town of Topeka, Kansas.

Unit 10 skill Fähigkeit *** n C/U /skǺl/
the ability to do something well, usually as a 
result of experience and training

Football players have a lot of skill.

Unit 10 snake Schlange * n C /sneǺk/
a long thin animal with no legs and a smooth 
skin

In Toledo, Ohio it’s against the law to throw a 
snake at another person.

Unit 10 spa Spa n C /spǡə/

a place with a natural supply of mineral water 
where people go because the water is 
considered to improve health

At Cape Grace you can relax in the spa.

Unit 10 strange merkwürdig *** adj /streǺndȢ/
unusual or unexpected, especially in a way that 
surprises or worries you

Do you have any strange laws in your town 
or country?

Unit 10 teddy bear Teddybär n C /ɑtedi beǩ(r)/ a soft toy bear It's a big brown teddy bear.

Unit 10 throw werfen *** v /θrǩȚ/
to use your hand to send an object through the 
air

In Toledo, Ohio it’s against the law to throw a 
snake at another person.

Unit 10 towel Handtuch ** n C /ɑtaȚǩl/
a piece of material used for drying your hands or 
body, or for drying dishes

They're small white towels.

Unit 11 Jobs

Unit 11 accountant Buchhalter ** n C /ǩɑkaȚntǩnt/ 
someone whose job is to prepare financial 
records for a company or person

My brother is an accountant.

Unit 11 actor Schauspieler *** n C /ɑæktǩ(r)/
someone who performs in plays and films, 
especially as their job

Brad Pitt is a famous actor.

Unit 11 builder Handwerker ** n C /ɑbǺldǩ(r)/
someone whose job is to repair and build 
houses

Do you know a good builder?
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Unit 11 doctor Arzt *** n C /ɑdǢktǩ(r)/
someone whose job is to treat people who are ill 
or injured

Are you a doctor?

Unit 11 nurse Krankenschwester *** n C /nǬə(r)s/
someone who is trained to look after ill or injured 
people, usually in a hospital

In Britain there are men and women nurses.

Unit 11 secretary Sekretärin *** n C /ɑsekrǩtri/

someone in an office who works for someone 
else and who does jobs such as arranging 
meetings, making phone calls, and preparing 
letters

Her secretary sent me an email.

Unit 11 security guard Wachmann n C /sǺɑkjȚǩrǩti Ǳǡə(r)d/ someone whose job is to guard something He works as a security guard.

Unit 11 vet Tierarzt n C /vet/
a doctor for animals. Vet is short for veterinary 
surgeon.

I took my dog to the vet yesterday.

Unit 11 waiter Kellner * n C /ɑweǺtǩ(r)/
a man or boy who brings food and drink to your 
table in a restaurant or café

Will is a waiter.

Unit 11 Describing work

Unit 11 badly-paid schlecht bezahlt adj /ɑbædlipeǺd/

if someone is badly paid, they do not earn much 
money, or they earn less money than is fair for 
the work they do

What jobs are badly-paid?

Unit 11 employed beschäftigt adj /ǺmɑplǤǺd/
someone paid regularly to do a job or to work as 
a member of an organization

This means that more people will be 
employed in the service sector.

Unit 11 full-time Vollzeit ** adj /ɑfȚltaǺm/
done for the number of hours that people 
normally work in a complete week

Part-time jobs will be more common than full-
time jobs.

Unit 11 part-time Teilzeit ** adj /ɑpǡə(r)ttaǺm/
done for only part of the time that an activity is 
usually performed

Do students have part-time jobs?

Unit 11 permanent unbefristet *** adj /ɑpǬə(r)mǩnǩnt/
happening or existing for a long time or for all 
time in the future

You won’t have a permanent job for life in 
the future.

Unit 11 temporary befristet *** adj /ɑtemp(ǩ)rǩri/
temporary workers do a job for a limited period 
of time

A lot of young people do temporary work/

Unit 11 unemployed arbeitslos *** adj /ɕȜnǺmɑplǤǺd/ without a job
Are there many unemployed people in your 
country?

Unit 11 well-paid gut bezahlt adj /ɑwelpeǺd/
a well-paid person receives a good amount of 
money for work

What jobs are well-paid in your country?

Unit 11 Collocations with make & do

Unit 11 do a good job gute Arbeit leisten /duə ǩ ɑǱȚd dȢǢb/ to do something well
I sometimes do a good job when I'm 
motivated.

Unit 11 do homework Hausaufgaben machen /duə ɑhǩȚmɕwǬə(r)k/
work that a teacher gives a student to do out of 

I always do my homework every night.Unit 11 do homework Hausaufgaben machen /duə ɑhǩȚmɕwǬə(r)k/
work that a teacher gives a student to do out of 
class

I always do my homework every night.

Unit 11 make a friend einen Freund finden /meǺk ǩ frend/
to become the friend of someone and treat them 
in a kind way

I usually make friends easily.

Unit 11 make a mistake einen Fehler machen /meǺk ǩ mǺɑsteǺk/
something that you have not done correctly, or 
something you say or think that is not correct

I sometimes make mistakes in English.

Unit 11 make coffee Kaffee kochen /meǺk ɑkǢfi/

to pour hot water onto a powder made from 
ground coffee beans so that you have a hot 
drink

I never make coffee in the morning.

Unit 11 make plans Pläne schmieden /meǺk plænz/ make arrangements to achieve something I sometimes make plans for the future.
Unit 11 Phrasal verbs

Unit 11 clean up saubermachen v /ɑkliən Ȝp/ to make a place completely clean and tidy Please clean up when you finish your break.

Unit 11 log on einloggen v /ɑlǢǱ Ǣn/
to start using a computer system, for example 
by typing a particular word

Log on with your username and password.

Unit 11 shut down herunterfahren v /ɑȓȜt daȚn/
if a machine or computer shuts down, or if 
someone shuts it down, it stops operating

When you finish, please shut down the 
computer.

Unit 11 throw away wegwerfen v /ɑθrǩȚ ǩweǺ/
to get rid of something that you no longer want, 
for example by putting it in a dustbin

Do not throw away paper.

Unit 11 turn off ausschalten v /ɑtǬə(r)n Ǣf/
to stop a piece of equipment working temporarily 
by pressing a button or by moving a switch

Turn off all lights at the end of the day.

Unit 11 Other words & phrases
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Unit 11 chance Chance *** n C/U /tȓǡəns/
an opportunity for you to do something, 
especially something that you want to do

When you make a mistake, see this as a 
chance to learn something new.

Unit 11 chapter Kapitel *** n C /ɑtȓæptǩ(r)/ one of the sections into which a book is divided There are 12 chapters in the book.

Unit 11 invisible unsichtbar ** adj /ǺnɑvǺzǩb(ǩ)l/ something that is invisible cannot be seen
Behind the Scenes talks to the people who 
do the invisible jobs.

Unit 11 opportunity Möglichkeit *** n C/U /ɕǢpǩ(r)ɑtjuənǩti/
a chance to do something, or a situation in which 
it is easy for you to do something

People who speak two or more languages 
will have better opportunities.

Unit 11 public öffentlich *** adj /ɑpȜblǺk/ available for people in general to use
Are hospitals in your country public or 
private?

Unit 11 quit kündigen * v /kwǺt/ to stop doing something John hates his job, so he wants to quit. 

Unit 11 regret bereuen ** v /rǺɑǱret/
to feel sorry or sad that something has 
happened

Many people hate the dentist, but if you don’t 
go you will regret it later.

Unit 11 save (money) Geld sparen *** v /seǺv/
to regularly put money in a bank or invest it so 
that you can use it later

It’s never too late to save money.

Unit 11 volunteer work ehrenamtliche Arbeit /ɕvǢlǩnɑtǺǩ(r) wǬə(r)k/ work that is not paid Do some volunteer work
Unit 12 Music

Unit 12 band Band *** n C /bænd/
a small group of musicians who play popular 
music such as jazz or rock

I’ve seen lots of new and classic rock bands.

Unit 12 classical (music) Klassik * n U /ɑklæsǺk(ǩ)l/

music written according to standard European 
forms or structures by people such as Mozart 
and Beethoven

We went to a classical music concert last 
weekend.

Unit 12 folk (music) Folk n U /fǩȚk/

traditional music from a particular country, 
region, or community, especially music 
developed by people who were not professional 
musicians

I really like folk music.

Unit 12 jazz Jazz * n U /dȢæz/

a type of music that developed in the late 19th 
century in which there is a strong lively beat and 
the players often improvise (=make up the 
music as they play)

The bar plays jazz music in the evenings.

Unit 12 musician Musiker ** n C /mjuɑzǺȓ(ǩ)n/
someone who performs or writes music, 
especially as their jo

Think of a musician or band that you like.

Unit 12 pop (music) Pop * n U /pǢp/

a type of music, usually played on electronic 
instruments, that is popular with many people 
because it consists of short songs with a strong In the past I liked pop music.Unit 12 pop (music) Pop * n U /pǢp/ because it consists of short songs with a strong 
beat and simple tunes that are easy to 
remember

In the past I liked pop music.

Unit 12 R&B R&B (Rhythm & Blues) n U /ǡə(r) ɑn biə/
a type of popular music that African American 
musicians developed from blues and jazz

She likes dancing to R&B.

Unit 12 rap Rap n C/U /ræp/
a way of talking using rhythm and rhyme, usually 
over a strong musical beat

Do you have much rap music on your ipod?

Unit 12 rock (music) Rock *** n U /rǢk/

a type of music that developed from rock ’n’ roll 
and uses a heavy regular beat, electric guitars, 
singing, and a tune that is easy to remember

How long has the man liked rock music?

Unit 12 singer Sänger ** n C /ɑsǺŋǩ(r)/
someone who sings, especially someone who 
sings well or as a job

Listen to a person talking about her favourite 
singer.

Unit 12 song Lied *** n C /sǢŋ/ a piece of music with words that you sing He has written a song.

Unit 12 songwriter Liedermacher n C /ɑsǢŋɕraǺtǩ(r)/ someone who writes songs
He's a great songwriter but he can't sing 
very well.

Unit 12 Media

Unit 12 camera Kamera *** n C /ɑkæm(ǩ)rǩ/
a piece of equipment used for making television 
programmes, films, or videos

Don't look into the camera!

Unit 12 game show Game-Show n C /ɑǱeǺm ȓǩȚ/

a television programme in which people play 
games or answer questions in order to win 
prizes

They won a lot of money on the game show.

Unit 12 journalist Journalist ** n C /ɑdȢǬə(r)nǩlǺst/

someone whose job is to report the news for a 
newspaper, magazine, radio programme, or 
television programme

Can the journalist ask you some questions?
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Unit 12 newspaper Zeitung *** n C /ɑnjuəzɕpeǺpǩ(r)/

a set of large printed sheets of folded paper 
containing news, articles, and other information, 
usually published every day

I read the newspaper every morning.

Unit 12 radio Radio *** n C /ɑreǺdiǩȚ/
a system of broadcasting information and 
programmes that people can listen to

She’s been on local radio.

Unit 12 the (morning/evening) news die (Morgen-/Abend-) Nachrichten *** n U /ðǩ ɑnjuəz/

a television or radio broadcast that gives you 
information about recent events, read by a 
newsreader with special reports by 
correspondents

Think of some people who are on television 
or in the news a lot at the moment.

Unit 12 Other words & phrases

Unit 12 achievement Leistung *** n C /U /ǩɑtȓiəvmǩnt/ a particular thing that you have achieved Winning this award is a great achievement.

Unit 12 award Preis *** n C /ǩɑwǤə(r)d/
a prize or other reward that is given to someone 
who has achieved something

He has won an award.

Unit 12 beginning Anfang *** n C /bǺɑǱǺnǺŋ/ the first part of something Every end is a new beginning.

Unit 12 brochure Broschüre * n C /ɑbrǩȚȓǩ(r)/
a small magazine containing details and pictures 
of goods or services that you can buy

An advertisement brochure for a language 
school.

Unit 12 choose küren *** v /tȓuəz/
to decide which you want from a number of 
people or things

Time chooses the Person of the Year as the 
individual or group of individuals who have 
had the biggest effect on the year’s news.

Unit 12 founder Gründer * n C /ɑfaȚndǩ(r)/
someone who starts a school, organization, 
business, or community

Mark Zuckerberg, founder of Facebook. 
(2010)

Unit 12 lifetime Leben ** n C /ɑlaǺfɕtaǺm/ the period of time when someone is alive
‘Music is enough for a lifetime, but a lifetime 
is not enough for music.'

Unit 12 memorize auswendig lernen * v /ɑmemǩraǺz/
to learn something so that you remember it 
perfectly

I memorize a new English word every day.
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